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Glossary
This glossary contains an explanation of terms associated with this thesis.

Collaborative learning
Collaborative learning is an umbrella term for a variety of educational approaches involving
joint intellectual effort by students, or students and teachers together. Usually, students are
working in groups of two or more, mutually searching for understanding, solutions, or
meanings.
Enquiry-based learning
Enquiry-based learning is a form of active learning that starts by posing questions, problems or
scenarios, rather than simply presenting established facts. The process is often assisted by
a facilitator. Leaners will identify and research issues and questions to develop their own
knowledge or solutions.
OPTIMAX
OPTIMAX is a multicultural 3-week residential research summer school. It was developed as
a direct consequence of RiTe. The name itself is neither an acronym, abbreviation or initialism.
It is a neologism and its etymology derived from the initial grant application where the grant
administrator created this for the summer school event.
Research-informed Teaching
Research-informed Teaching (RiT) refers to the practice of linking research with teaching in
Higher Education. RiT is used as an umbrella term to describe types of activities through which
knowledge is produced, placing emphasis on developing skills of research and enquiry to
enhance student learning.
Research-informed Teaching experience
The Research-informed Teaching experience (RiTe) combines RiT with collaborative enquiry
based-learning within the BSc (Hons) Diagnostic Radiography curriculum at the University of
Salford. RiTe is a novel approach to student learning on the curriculum by facilitating the
understanding of key radiographic concepts to span the gap between academic knowledge and
clinical practice as well as developing student research skills from year 1 (level 4) onwards.
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Abstract
Student-centred approaches to Research-informed teaching (RiT) have been shown to provide
students with stimulating learning experiences, thereby enhancing student learning. The
Research-informed Teaching experience (RiTe) was introduced into the undergraduate
Diagnostic Radiography curriculum at the University of Salford in 2009 as a RiT model to
support student learning and develop research skills using collaborative enquiry-based learning
(CEBL). The publications in this thesis present a range of evaluations and educational research
in the context of two student-centred RiT activities: i) RiTe and ii) OPTIMAX.
Mixed methods research was used to explore the student learning experience of RiTe and
OPTIMAX within a single Higher Education Institute along with the perceptions of RiTe by
academic tutors and clinical placement educators. The theoretical framework for the
publications in this thesis posteriori is the New World Kirkpatrick Model which provides a
holistic interpretation and conceptualisation of the publications.
Analysis of student responses found that both RiTe and OPTIMAX were valued and
enjoyable learning activities. This supports the importance of student evaluation and how
learning activities that are positively received by students are an important proxy for learning.
Results also indicated the co-production of knowledge and cross-proliferation of experiences
via CEBL a key element of both activities. However, it was identified that students felt that
they could not share knowledge with qualified practitioners following RiTe. Academic tutor
and clinical placement educator research agreed that RiTe helped students to link theory with
practice and developed their research skills. They also felt RiTe supported the development of
key employability skills, including communication and team working.
Models such as RiTe and OPTIMAX could be used to support student learning and embed
research skills development. The development of a psychometric scale is currently being
undertaken to further evaluate student self-efficacy and task value following RiTe. Further
research is also needed to better understand whether research activity is continued beyond
registration and first post qualification following RiTe.
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Chapter One: Introduction and background
This thesis presents six publications that have explored and evaluated a Research-informed
Teaching (RiT) model for undergraduate learning and research skills development using
collaborative enquiry-based learning (CEBL) within a single Higher Education Institute (HEI).
This model will be referred to as the Research-informed Teaching experience (RiTe) within the
thesis.

Development of RiTe began in 2009 and integrates research and teaching within the Bachelor
of Science Honours, BSc (Hons) Diagnostic Radiography curriculum at the University of
Salford (UoS). RiTe was initiated to help create a greater understanding of research at
undergraduate level and to facilitate undergraduate student understanding of key radiographic
concepts using a student-centred RiT approach. Students learn about and undertake research
relevant to their development as first post radiographers (dose optimisation and image quality)
within CEBL groups. Following 3 years of iterative development and successful piloting, RiTe
was fully introduced into the year 1 (level 4) undergraduate BSc (Hons) Diagnostic
Radiography curriculum in 2012. Following further development, it was then introduced into
the year 2 (level 5) curriculum in 2013.

Teaching approaches that are ‘research-informed’ are thought to be central to undergraduate
and postgraduate learning within HEIs (McLinden et al., 2015). However, undergraduate
education has historically been seen in conflict with the research agendas of academics (Lane,
1996; Sample, 1972). Nonetheless, the Boyer Commission report in the USA (Boyer, 1990)
has helped to build a relationship between teaching and research by arguing that research and
teaching should not be seen in opposition, but inextricably linked to one another (Cleaver et al.,
2014; Willison & O’Regan, 2007; Brew, 2006). A key conclusion of the report was that research
Page | 1

should be the basis of all learning at university and that the production of knowledge should not
be the exclusive activity of ‘researchers’, but rather one that all members of an institution can
participate in. Furthermore, the report recommended that all undergraduates should engage in
activities that include opportunities to learn through enquiry or research (Boyer, 1990; Cleaver
et al., 2014).

There are many definitions and conceptualisations of what is meant by RiT, for example
Hoddinott & Wuetherick (2005) described it as “a continuum between teacher-focused
research-based course content and a student focused research-based process of learning”
(p.32) and is explored further in Chapter 2. Nonetheless, undergraduate student engagement in
research is often expressed as a high-impact learning experience, and an extensive array of
literature exists on combining research with teaching and the associated benefits of this (e.g.
Buckley et al., 2008; Stanford et al., 2017). However, RiT is not only concerned with exposing
students to research as part of their curriculum but can also play a wider role with the student
development via key employability skills (Jenkins & Healey, 2009).

1.1 The Research-informed Teaching experience and OPTIMAX
Within radiography there is a need for research to underpin and inform clinical practice and for
radiographers to have the skills and confidence with this (Gambling et al., 2003; Harris &
Beardmore, 2009). The Society and College of Radiographers [SCoR] ‘Research and the
Radiography Profession: A Strategy for Research 2016 – 2021’ (SCoR, 2015) also advocated
the imbedding of research skills in the learning experience of every radiography student.
According to Villa et al., (2013) most University research activities usually involve students
who are strong academically or are highly motivated to participate with research and this
approach may exclude those students who might potentially benefit from this experience. RiTe
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adopts an ‘equity cognitive’ approach, which extends research experience to all students from
year 1 onwards regardless of academic ability or interest in research and culminates with a
dissertation project in year 3 (Higgins et al., 2015; Higgins et al., 2014a; Higgins et al., 2013a,
Higgins et al., 2013b; Norton, et al., 2012).

RiTe takes a student-centred approach to teaching and is delivered over one-week. Students
explore the relationship between image quality and X-radiation dose optimisation (linking
theory with practice) working in CEBL groups. For year 2 students, RiTe has more task
complexity using mathematical modelling for X-radiation dose calculations and a more robust
method of measuring medical image quality. Each student works as a member of the CEBL
group to achieve three common goals: (i) learning; (ii) problem-solving and (iii) developing
research skills (Higgins et al., 2013b; Higgins et al., 2011). A group presentation at the end of
the week further develops group-working skills and allows students to demonstrate their
communication and analytical skills. RiTe is commensurate with the Framework for Higher
Education Qualifications of UK Degree-Awarding Bodies [FHEQ] level descriptors for year 1
and year 2 students set by the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education [QAA] (Higgins
et al., 2017a).

Using RiT allows students to enhance their knowledge using critical thinking and research skills
associated with their area of practice. However, the addition of CEBL with RiT helps to
facilitate the sharing of this knowledge and learning experience with their peers (Bauer &
Bennett, 2003; Al Qaroot & Sobuh, 2016). This links with the social constructivist theory of
learning whereby knowledge is constructed via exploration and interaction with others
(Vygotsky, 1978). Von Glaserfeld (1989) suggested that students construct their learning based
on their experiences and learning activities that act as catalysts for their construction of meaning
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within this social context help to align theory with practice. Collaborative learning activities
are the essence of social constructivist learning and through working in groups using authentic
contexts, students can refine and build upon their knowledge through shared meaning with their
peers (Wood & O’Malley, 1995; Grabinger & Dunlap, 1995). It has also been suggested that
CEBL has the potential to bridge the theory-practice gap by encouraging deeper exploration of
a topic and increased research awareness (Horne et al., 2007). This is something that has also
been identified with RiTe and is illustrated in Figure 1 by a group of year 2 students who were
asked to reflect upon their experience of RiTe as part of a plenary session on what they had
learnt or skills they had developed.
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Figure 1: Reflection by one group of year 2 students about their experiences of RiTe. They
were asked to consider what they had learnt or skills they had developed following their
experience of RiTe.

RiTe has also led to the creation of a community where undergraduate Diagnostic Radiography
students are co-producers of research with academics via the submission of journal papers or
presentations at major conferences (Norton et al., 2012).
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Following the experience gained from RiTe, OPTIMAX2 was set up in 2013 and has run as a
three-week international summer residential research school since. OPTIMAX built upon the
experience gained from RiTe and brings together both undergraduate and postgraduate
diagnostic radiography, nuclear medicine technology and physics students. Students are placed
into diverse multi-cultural and multi-disciplinary CEBL groups and undertake research linked
to X-radiation dose limitation whilst preserving medical image quality (Paper 3).

The introduction of learning activities that foster student-centred RiT within the undergraduate
curriculum could lead to the creation of a high-quality student learning and research skills
development environment. This in turn, could then generate students who are much more
confident in undertaking research to generate evidence-based practice (EBP) within their own
discipline (Gambling et al., 2003).

1.2 Research rationale
There are several reasons for this research based upon my personal motivations and the need to
explore the student experience of learning within Higher Education (HE) (Tight, 2012). I have
had many roles during my career but have always had an interest teaching and research.
Following discussions with the Research Dean at the UoS in 2009, I was given the opportunity
to work as part of a team to create a learning activity that would link theory with practice (dose
optimisation and image quality) and develop student research skills. Following several
iterations this learning activity was piloted and finally introduced into the year 1 Diagnostic
Radiography curriculum at the UoS as RiTe in 2012. A direct consequence of RiTe was the
development and introduction of OPTIMAX which was first held at the UoS in 2013 following

2

OPTIMAX is neither an acronym, abbreviation or initialism. It is a neologism and its etymology
derived from the initial grant application where the grant administrator created this for the summer
school event.
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a successful bid for European funding by the Research Dean and provided an opportunity to
further explore this RiT model within a different context.

I did not set out to complete a PhD by Published Work but based on anecdotal feedback that
students enjoyed RiTe and got a lot out of it as a learning activity I soon became interested in
investigating the student experience of RiTe to find out why. This then led to series of
publications exploring the student perspective of RiTe. I also investigated RiTe and OPTIMAX
from the teacher perspective by gaining opinions from academic tutors (ATs) and clinical
placement educators (CPEs) about these activities and whether they felt these supported student
learning.

This PhD thesis is further justified by the lack of research on RiT within undergraduate
Diagnostic Radiography courses and insufficient research information about CEBL when used
with RiT. More importantly there is a growing acknowledgement that research competencies
are valuable to students in terms of graduate employability and it is hoped that the publications
in this thesis contribute further to discussion and debate about the teaching and learning of
research methods (Kirton et al., 2013).

1.3 The need to evaluate teaching and learning
The student’s perspective of how they experience learning in HE is an important area of
contemporary research into teaching and learning (Temple et al., 2014; Tight, 2012).
Understanding and evaluating the undergraduate student experience of teaching and learning is
essential in understanding the phenomena of student learning, development, motivation and
engagement with learning activities such as RiTe and OPTIMAX (Krause & Coates, 2008;
Brown et al., 2002; Imafuku et al., 2015). Student engagement is generally considered to be
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among the better predictors of learning - the more students’ study or practice a subject, the more
they tend to learn about it (Carini et al., 2006). How students go about a task depends on what
they want out of it and therefore their learning strategy is embedded in motive or reaction
towards the task. If students do not value the task or do not expect success, they will likely
adopt low level surface strategies that may suffice to pass exams or assignments but might not
meet the requirements of the workplace (Biggs, 1991). Therefore, evaluation helps to identify
whether learning activities are working in the ways intended or whether there are aspects that
could be changed or improved (Aziz et al., 2018).

At one time or another, nearly all educators will need to evaluate an educational activity to
determine its merit or worth (Cook, 2010). Therefore, evaluation forms an essential component
in all aspects of teaching, learning and assessment to ensure students are provided with an
effective learning experience (Houghton, 2016). According to Aston and Hallam (2014),
evaluation is a term that represents the overarching value of the learning experience and how
worthwhile learning has been. Evaluation differs from assessment in that it uses data to place
value on an activity and seeks to describe and explain experiences of students and teachers to
‘interpret’ the effectiveness of the activity; whereas assessment focuses on student performance
and success (Edwards in Wilkes & Bligh, 1999). Evaluation can also be used to follow students
through their HE experiences from entry to exit and the transition from higher education to
work (Tight, 2012). James and Roffe (2000) considered evaluation as the process of
“comparing the actual and real with the predicted or promised” (p.12) which emphasises the
need to reflect on what was achieved in comparison to what was hoped for.
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1.4 Research focus of the publications
The focus of the research publications in this thesis is the exploration and evaluation of the
student learning experience of RiTe to support undergraduate learning and research skills
development at a one HEI (Papers 1, 2, 4, 5). Additionally, this thesis explores the participant
experiences of a multi-cultural and multi-professional residential research summer school event
(OPTIMAX) held at the same HEI in 2013 that builds upon the experiences and knowledge
gained with RiTe (Paper 3). Likewise, the AT and CPE perspectives of RiTe were explored
(Paper 6) and provided information on whether they felt RiTe supported the development of
students with both academic and key professional attributes. The core aims of my research
were to:
•

Explore the students’ experiences and perceptions of RiTe as a learning activity;

•

Explore the experiences and perceptions of OPTIMAX by students and academic tutors;

•

Explore the clinical placement educators and academic tutor perceptions of RiTe.

1.5 Scope and significance of the publications
Many research educators view evaluation from the student perspective as an important factor
in understanding student engagement and motivation with learning activities (Brown et al.,
2002). Similarly, undergraduate student attitudes towards research are of importance given their
influence upon motivation for development and research preparedness. This is an important
consideration as students show greater persistence and motivation in academic tasks that they
value and perceive to be relevant (Boswell, 2013).
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The publications in this thesis include mixed methods research via small focus group (FG)
interviews and attitudinal questionnaires with year 1 and 2 Diagnostic Radiography student
cohorts at one HEI who undertook RiTe. They are not are not focused on learning outcomes
and demonstration of knowledge (although this is explored in Paper 5), but rather the student
experience as a proxy for learning. The AT and CPE perspective of RiTe was also investigated
as this provided data on whether there was a mismatch between the student and teacher
perception of RiTe and the development of academic and professional attributes (e.g.
employability skills, research skills development and linking theory to practice). The student
and AT perspective of OPTIMAX (Paper 3) was also explored using FG interviews.

An additional supplementary co-authored paper is also included as part of this thesis which
explored cross-cultural communication and diverse learning within OPTIMAX. This helped as
part of my PhD development with qualitative research by understanding the application of
observational research of group interactions and the analysis of this using the Rapport
Management framework (Appendix 1). A currently un-published research paper that builds
upon the work in my thesis is also included (Appendix 2). This paper describes further work
developing and validating a psychometric scale to explore both task value and self-efficacy
following student participation with RiTe. Self-efficacy research is well established in the
educational sector and theory tells us that if a student does not have a strong belief in
themselves, then they may not be able to apply learning adequately (Bandura, 1997).

The context of self-efficacy within this thesis correlates with the achievement of researchrelated outcomes following the completion of RiTe (Kitching et al., 2011; Domenech-Betoret,
2017). According to expectancy-value theory (Eccles et al.,1983; Wigfield & Eccels, 2000)
students’ beliefs concerning the degree to which they are confident in accomplishing an
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academic task (self-efficacy) and the degree to which they believe that the academic task is
worth pursuing (task value) are two key components for understanding students’ achievement
behaviours and academic outcomes. This un-published paper further extends the research in
this thesis by investigating student learning and task value following RiTe.

1.6 Structure of the thesis
The six publications in this thesis are presented in chronological order and provide an account
of a range of evaluations and educational research of RiTe and OPTIMAX. The role of RiT and
CEBL and the contribution of these towards the student learning experience with RiTe and
OPTIMAX is explored in Chapter Two. The student reaction to RiTe and OPTIMAX is
understood through the New World Kirkpatrick Model (NWKM) of evaluation and this
provides the theoretical framework posteriori for this thesis in Chapter Three. Chapters Four
and Five discuss my research process and methods used, analysis and current ongoing research
with the development and validation of a psychometric scale to determine task value and student
self-efficacy with RiTe. Chapter Five explores the concept of trustworthiness with my data
analysis. Chapters Six and Seven discuss findings from this research and considers the main
contributions of the published work as well as limitations. Recommendations and further work
based on my research are also discussed. Chapter Eight explores the challenges in writing this
thesis and takes a reflexive approach by considering processes and influences that may have
affected the research outcomes with my publications. Figure 2 summarises the entire PhD thesis
layout.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram illustrating the main layout of my PhD thesis.
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2.5 Research-informed Teaching and collaborative
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Chapter Four: Research process and data
collection methods
Overview
4.1 Research process
4.2 Data collection
4.2.1 Sampling
4.2.2 Qualitative data collection
4.2.3 Quantitative data collection
4.3 Mixed methods research
4.4 Ongoing research using mixed methods

Chapter Five: Trustworthiness of my data
analysis
Overview
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5.1.1 Qualitative data analysis
5.1.2 Quantitative data analysis
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Chapter Six: Discussion and research
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Overview
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6.2 Wider contributions of the publications
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion, recommendations,
limitations and further work
7.1 Conclusion
7.2 Recommendations
7.3 Limitations
7.4 Further work

Chapter Eight: Reflexivity
Overview
8.1 Challenges of writing this thesis
8.2 Reflexivity
8.3 Final thoughts
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Chapter Two: Terms and concepts
Overview
This chapter provides a brief survey and thematic literature review of the terms and concepts
used in the thesis including Research-informed Teaching (RiT) and collaborative enquiry-based
learning (CEBL). It also explores how linking research with teaching enhances student learning.
The potential benefits of using collaborative enquiry-based learning (CEBL) with RiT is then
discussed. Finally, the importance of RiT as a performance metric for both the Teaching
Excellence and Research Excellence Frameworks is identified.

2.1 Survey of the literature
A literature search was conducted to explore the published literature associated with RiT. This
identified an extensive amount of pedagogical literature that discussed the integration of RiT in
HE and the benefits (e.g. Elton 2006; Healey & Jenkins 2009; Taylor 2008; Trowler &
Wareham, 2008) and challenges of this (e.g. Grant & Wakelin, 2009; Pan et al., 2011). Further
searches of the published and grey literature identified that much less had been disseminated
exploring RiT activities that had used CEBL (Appendix 3). A further literature search focused
on RiT within the undergraduate Diagnostic Radiography curriculum was also conducted. This
identified work by Bungy et al. (2010) that concluded radiography students involved with
research, gained a greater understanding of the research process. However, this paper only
sought to determine the role of personal tutors and ways of reducing student attrition rates,
rather than the integration of research within the undergraduate Diagnostic Radiography
teaching and learning curriculum. No other relevant literature was identified.
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2.2 The emergence of linking research and teaching
The Boyer Commission on Educating Undergraduates in the Research University (1998) argued
that the didactic style of the teaching in American Universities was failing students in terms of
adequate preparation for the challenges of professional life or graduate study. The Commission
proposed a far-reaching blueprint for change based on making opportunities for student learning
through enquiry central to undergraduate education, with the closer integration of research and
teaching (Levy & Petrulis, 2011). Similarly, in the United Kingdom (UK) the Higher Education
Academy (HEA) called for new models within the undergraduate curriculum that would
incorporate ‘research-based study’ to cultivate awareness of research careers and train students
in research skills for employment (Ramsden in Healey & Jenkins, 2009). UK Government
policy had also stressed the importance of the linking research with teaching. A House of
Commons Select Committee Report ‘Students and Universities’ (2009) highlighted evidence
from students, that found “Most of the students who responded to our inquiry saw the
connection between teaching and research as positive, finding the proximity to research
stimulating and the quality of teachers scholarship enhanced’ (para 170). Publications by
Griffiths (2004) and Healey (2005) also stated that there should be a greater symbiosis between
research and teaching to develop teaching that was research-informed.

2.3 Research-informed Teaching
RiT refers to the practice of linking research with teaching in HEIs and places emphasis on
providing a synergy between the two. However, there is a lack of consensus in the literature as
to what is meant by RiT and this has led to various terms being used to describe the link between
research and teaching, including the ‘teaching–research relationship’ (Jenkins, 2004) and the
‘research-teaching nexus’ (Elton, 2006). Jenkins et al., (2007) defined this link as “…the
connection between research in the discipline or interdisciplinary subjects and student learning
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in and through those disciplines” (p.6). As a result, it can be difficult for HEIs to identify the
objectives of RiT and provide strategies that support its development and delivery.
Consequently, some students may see ‘research’ to be the preserve of academics and therefore
irrelevant to their needs for applied, practical knowledge required with employability
(Nicholson, 2017). This highlights the importance of the careful consideration of what is needed
to overcome these misconceptions when developing RiT activities for students (Nicholson,
2017; Buckley, 2011). For example, research by Carr & Dearden (2012) identified that there
was no consensus about the meaning and role of RiT by both University management and law
academics. Similarly, a report by The Centre for Learning and Academic Development
[CLAD] (2012) also identified the perceived lack of understanding amongst both staff and
students of what is meant by RiT and concluded that no matter how well justified the claims of
delivering RiT may be, it cannot be assumed students will recognise RiT when they experience
it without tutor clarification and/or explanation. This serves to highlight that establishing
integrative links between undergraduate research and teaching can be complex given levels of
understanding amongst students and staff of what is meant or understood by RiT (CLAD, 2012).

There have been several attempts to illustrate the complex and multifaceted nature of RiT. A
frequently cited example is the typology developed by Griffiths (2004) that illustrated what was
meant by linking teaching and research. Jenkins and Healey (2005) subsequently added further
to this typology by identifying that RiT had a range of characteristics and approaches. It is now
generally accepted that RiT is a vehicular framework that is all-encompassing and covers a
diverse range of characteristics and activities that include four broad types of teaching activities
that are either research-led, research-based, research-oriented or research-tutored (Nicholson,
2017). Figure 3 illustrates Jenkins and Healey’s (2009) framework that represents these four
types of RiT.
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Figure 3: Framework of the four types and characteristics of Research-informed Teaching
(Based on Jenkins & Healey, 2009, p.7; Nicholson, 2017).

STUDENT-FOCUSED
Students as participants
(Teaching is based around enquiry-based activities, rather than on the acquisition of
subject content)

Research-tutored
Student learning is
focused on writing and
discussing research
papers

EMPHASIS
ON
RESEARCH
CONTENT

Research-led
Students learn about
current research within
the discipline and is
most orthodox form of
university teaching

Research-based
Students learn as
researchers by undertaking
their research. It is within
this category that enquirybased learning naturally sits

Research-orientated

EMPHASIS
ON
RESEARCH
PROCESS
AND
PROBLEMS

Students learn about the
research process, develop
research skills and learn how
knowledge is constructed
within a particular discipline

TEACHER-FOCUSED
Students as audience
(Teaching is often based on a traditional ‘information transmission’ model)

Each of type of RiT activity is based upon the degree to which students are actively engaged
with the research process (Haslett, 2013). Trowler & Wareham (2008) analysed a range of case
studies regarding the depiction of RiT in the literature and noted “multiple sorts of linkages and
relationships being referred to” (p.4). Despite the number of different definitions of RiT, all of
these reflected learning where student engagement with research fell somewhere along a
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continuum with students as participants at one end and audience at the other (Jenkins & Healy,
2009; Nicholson, 2017). The axes on the Jenkins & Healy’s (2009) framework in Figure 3 also
reflects this with the type of research engagement by students either being teacher focused
(audience) or student focused (participatory) and whether the emphasises is placed on research
content or the process of conducting research.

Furthermore, it has been suggested that the four types of RiT in Figure 3 could be subdivided
and that there might be more types of research-led teaching depending upon whether academics
use current or past research in their teaching and whether that research was carried out by
themselves or by others (Healey, 2005). There are similar arguments about the extent to which
teachers facilitating research-based or research-tutored approaches need to be active or
experienced researchers (Brew, 2006). Brew & Boud (1995) stated that the key link between
research and teaching is learning so that students see research as a process of enquiry into how
knowledge is generated and communicated. However, an academic’s understanding of RiT is
likely to be dependent upon his or her own professional biases or departmental culture. A
research-focused academic may favour research-led teaching, whilst a teaching-focused
academic may favour research-based teaching. Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge that
RiT can also play a wider role in student learning by equipping students with skills, knowledge
and attributes that will make them more likely to gain employment (Jenkins & Healey 2009;
Nicholson, 2017).

For the purposes of this thesis, RiT will be presented as an ‘umbrella’ term that includes the
four broad types of RiT activity and student engagement identified in the framework published
by Jenkins & Healey (2009) in Figure 3. It is also considered as a process that imparts
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knowledge, facilitates learning, develops student research skills and equips students with key
skills and attributes for employability.

2.4 Collaborative learning and enquiry-based learning
Collaborative learning (CL), or cooperative leaning, involves groups of students working
together to solve a problem or completing a task and there is a wealth of evidence that CL is an
extremely effective method in teaching (Laal & Ghodsi, 2012; Biggs, 1999). Higher level
thinking skills are developed by CL (Webb, 1982) as students are committed together in the
learning process to achieve demonstrable outcomes. Dillenbourg in Lin (2015) defines CL as a
situation in which two or more people learn something together. In this definition, ‘two or more
people’ can be interpreted as a pair, a small group with three to five learners, a class of 20–30
students, a community of a few hundred or thousand people, or a society of several thousand or
millions of people. The word ‘learn’ indicates participation in a learning activity, or the
accumulation of lifelong work practice. The word ‘together’ denotes the various types of social
interaction, such as face-to-face interaction. Kagan in Lin (2015) highlights four main elements
of CL: simultaneous interaction, positive interdependence, individual accountability and equal
participation. The concept of CL is largely rooted in Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory (SCT)
which views learning as being inherently a social process (Dillenbourg, 1999) and mediated
with peers (Lin, 2015).

Enquiry-based learning (EBL), also known as inquiry-based learning uses questioning to
actively involve students in their own learning and falls under the realm of an ‘inductive’
approach to teaching and learning that begins with a set of problems or data for the students to
interpret (Chu et al., 2011). EBL has also been defined as a pedagogy that enables students to
experience the processes of knowledge creation. The core ingredients of EBL are:
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•

Learning stimulated by inquiry, i.e. driven by questions or problems;

•

Learning based on a process of seeking knowledge and new understanding;

•

A learning-centred approach to teaching in which the role of the teacher is to act as a
facilitator;

•

A move to self-directed learning with students taking increasing responsibility for
their learning and the development of skill;

•

An active approach to learning.
(Spronken-Smith, 2008)

The aim of EBL is to develop valuable research skills and prepare students for life-long
learning. Within EBL students should achieve learning outcomes that include critical thinking,
the ability for independent enquiry, responsibility for own learning and intellectual growth and
maturity (Lee et al., in Spronken-Smith, 2008). EBL ranges from a structured and guided
activity at lower cognitive levels through to independent research where the students generate
questions and determine how to research them at higher levels of learning (Spronken-Smith,
2008).
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2.5 Research-informed Teaching and collaborative enquiry-based learning
The four types of RiT illustrated in Figure 3 may also be seen fully or partially present in EBL
(Nottingham Trent University, 2013). Khan & O’Rouke (2004) identified EBL as
encompassing a range of approaches which are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1: Approaches to enquiry-based learning (Adapted from Nottingham Trent University,
2013; Khan & O’Rouke, 2004).
EBL Approach

Example

Case-based learning

A complex case is provided to students and followed with in-class
discussion about content and concepts.

Scenario-based
learning

Students participate in a ‘scenario’ designed to stimulate a relevant
issue or problem. The scenario may involve an element of role play.

Problem-based
learning

An authentic problem is used to define and drive the student
learning experience.

Project-based
leaning

Students work collaboratively to explore a problem or issue and
create a presentation/ product to demonstrate their learning.

Individual research
project

A student explores a problem or issue through a structured process
of enquiry – this may take the form of a research module or a
dissertation.

Field work

A small-scale investigation is undertaken individually or in groups
as part of a discipline related field trip.

Tosey & McDonnell (2006) argued that EBL is a process of learning that draws upon research
and study skills, but enquiry alone is not reducible to either research or study. However, it is
possible to make distinctions with the different forms of EBL and how these may conceptually
link with RiT, for example whether the enquiry is structured or open and whether the emphasis
is on developing the students’ understanding of existing knowledge or creating new knowledge
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(Nottingham Trent University, 2013). Spronken-Smith & Walker (2010) proposed three
categories of scaffolding where RiT and EBL may sit on a spectrum of research experience:

•

Structured enquiry: Teachers provide an issue or problem with an outline on how to
address it;

•

Guided enquiry: Teachers provide questions to stimulate enquiry, but students are selfdirected in terms of exploring questions;

•

Open enquiry: Students formulate their own questions.

However, this three-category model has been further adjusted to consider whether students
work with knowledge in an ‘information frame’ acquiring existing knowledge or a ‘discovery
frame’ which involves building new knowledge (Spronken-Smith & Walker, 2010; Nottingham
Trent University, 2013). The stepped model in Figure 4 illustrates the way in which scaffolding
is reduced across these three categories to increase independence and the capacity for research,
therefore strengthening the linking of research with teaching and development of student
research skills (Nottingham Trent University, 2013).
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Figure 4: The elaborated model of enquiry-based learning by Spronken & Walker (Taken
from Nottingham Trent University, 2013).
Level of independence
Discovery-orientated
Information-orientated

Open
Guided
Structured

Focus of learning

Jenkins & Healey (2009) and Brew (2010) stated that in fact EBL and RiT are complementary
and mutually reinforcing with one another and help to focus on learning through enquiry. The
teaching within RiTe is based around guided enquiry-based activities, rather than on the
acquisition of subject content using a student-centred / research-based approach. Students
actively learn by undertaking research that builds on their knowledge and understanding
(information-oriented approach).

Studies by Dochy et al., (2003); Harada & Yoshina, (2004); Hu et al., (2008) and Kuhlthau et
al., (2007) stated that EBL is effective in promoting learning outcomes such as deep thinking
and the ability to apply knowledge and reasoning skills when compared to ‘traditional’ didactic
approaches. One way to implement EBL is by combing this with student group projects or CL
(Chu, 2009, Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007). According to Hemraj-Benny & Beckford (2014)
students generally have a better appreciation for material that is being taught if they are actively
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involved in the process of learning and undertook research that combined CL with EBL as
collaborative enquiry-based learning (CEBL) to improve the scientific literacy of non-science
undergraduate students. They concluded that by using this approach students improved their
appreciation for the scientific world and developed better self-confidence in learning by
demonstrating scientific facts when compared to those in the control group who undertook no
group or active learning. They also reported that this approach helped to facilitate a strong
initiative by students to learn and work together to achieve outcomes.

CEBL within small groups has been shown to increase student achievement (Dong & Guo,
2013; Johnson & Johnson, 1989; Johnson et al., 1992) and when guided by clear learning
outcomes, students can improve their understanding of a given subject via the negotiated
construction and sharing of meaning (Vygotksy, 1978; Rau & Heyl, 1990). By using CEBL
within RiTe, learning is facilitated by the sharing of knowledge and experience between
students and mirrors the real-world whereby research is often undertaken by a group of
researchers collaboratively working together (Milojevic, 2014). Using the framework by
Jenkins & Healey (2009), RiTe has the characteristics of a research-based approach to teaching
and research using CEBL to promote learning and research skill development.

2.6 Research-informed Teaching and the Teaching Excellence and Research
Excellence Frameworks
By introducing more transparent links between research and teaching, a more productive
relationship can be created (Senaratne et al., 2003). Jenkins & Zetter (2003) stated that by
establishing this link there are three possible advantages - experientially (both students and
academics benefit with greater student understanding or knowledge through research);
conceptually (benefits from development and co-production of knowledge) and operationally
(benefits from reciprocity and economics of combining research and teaching as learning
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activities). The Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) was introduced by the British
government in 2016 to provide a mechanism to measure and reward excellent HEI teaching in
England. The TEF gives universities a rating based on a set of six ‘core’ metrics to indicate the
level of teaching quality that they can provide indicated by a gold, silver or bronze rating. Whilst
the concept of ‘excellent’ teaching may take many different forms, one area where Universities
would be able to seek extra commendation was with RiT. This therefore recognised the benefits
RiT offers to students, staff and HEIs as a whole (The Political Studies Association, 2016;
Higher Education Academy & University Alliance, 2016).

Lord Stern’s independent review of the Research Excellence Framework (REF) in 2016 for the
assessment of quality of research in UK Universities also acknowledged the importance of
linking teaching with research (Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, 2016).
The review made recommendations that the REF should recognise the impact of research on
teaching and encouraged the integration of the TEF with REF through RiT. It was suggested
that this would then lead to the co-production of research by both academics and students with
potential major impacts on the curricula to bridge the division between research and teaching
as well as generating REF submissions for review (Higher Education Funding Council for
England [HEFCE], 2016; Department for Business Innovation & Skills, 2016).

The co-existence of both the REF and TEF (now the Teaching Excellence and Student
Outcomes Framework), has led to a heightened level of anticipation and expectation around
RiT. Policy drivers for this include the endowment of teaching with the same worth as research
(together with parity around modes of evaluation), enhancement of the student experience, and
embedding transferable skills for employability (Jackson, 2018).
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Chapter Three: Research paradigm and theoretical
framework
Overview
This chapter discusses the research paradigms and theoretical framework that underpin the
publications in this thesis.

3.1 Research paradigm
A research paradigm is a system of beliefs and practices that influence how researchers select
both the questions and methods that they use. Morgan (2007) presents the term as “….ways of
experiencing and thinking about the world, including beliefs about morals, values, and
aesthetics” (p.49). This all-encompassing position means that there is a shared belief about how
certain research questions should be answered by using either quantitative or qualitative
approaches depending on the research question. However, there is a lack of agreement in the
literature about what constitutes a paradigm - for example, Kuhn (1962) first used the word to
mean a philosophical way of thinking, whilst Lather (1986) considered a research paradigm to
inherently reflect the researcher’s beliefs about the world that s/he lives in.

I have found it challenging trying to articulate what constituted the research paradigm for my
publications in this thesis, for example when starting as a novice researcher I did not consider
my own beliefs about the world and how this might shape how I interpreted and acted during
my research. Kivunja & Kuyini, (2017) argued that the considerable and glaring overlap of
definitions and/or explanations with research paradigms have to do with in part, the fact that
social behaviour is fluid and how we think or behave cannot be completely compartmentalised
with clear-cut boundaries. Nonetheless, I have come to understand that paradigms can be
characterised by their:
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•

Ontology (What is reality?): A realist sees reality as something 'out there', as a law of
nature just waiting to be found, whilst relativists believe that knowledge is a social
reality, value-laden and it only comes to light through exploring individual
interpretations;

•

Epistemology (How do you know something?): The perceived relationship with the
knowledge being un/dis/covered. The researcher is either part of that knowledge or
external to it. Knowledge is either governed by the laws of nature or subjective as
something interpreted by individuals. This in turn will affect the choice of methodology
by the researcher;

•

Methodology (How do go about finding out?): The strategic approach used by the
researcher and whether quantitative or qualitative methods for data collection are used.

(Adapted from Guba, 1990; Morgan, 2007)

However, Shannon-Baker (2016) has also argued that paradigms are not static, unchanging
entities but can help to frame one’s approach to certain beliefs about the world which will
influence how research questions are asked and answered.

The research publications presented in this thesis are inductive in their approach. I did not set
out to test a pre-existing theory, rather I wanted to explore the student learning experience and
reaction towards RiTe and OPTIMAX. The perceptions of these learning activities by ATs and
CPEs was also then investigated as my research progressed. A qualitative approach was
adopted at the initial phase of this research because of its potential to generate new insights by
exploring experiences, feelings and reactions with RiTe and OPTIMAX. A qualitative approach
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using FGs produced data that helped me to uncover these experiences from multiple
perspectives. This approach also acknowledged that as participants in my research they may
not only see the world differently to me, but experience it differently also (Denscombe, 1998;
Ajjawi & Higgs, 2007). Compared to individual interviews, which aim to obtain singular
attitudes, beliefs and feelings, I was more interested in gathering a multiplicity of views as both
RiTe and OPTIMAX are multiple-perspective activities undertaken using CEBL and therefore
a shared group experience. Individual face-to-face interviews could have obtained more indepth information as participants may have been more vocalised in personal interviews
compared to FG interviews, but as a researcher I was more interested in the exploration of the
shared experience and group norms that would be unobtainable from individual interviews
(Heary & Hennessy, 2006).

In the further phases of my research, a quantitative approach was used to compliment the
qualitative data research findings via questionnaires. Although quantitative data tends to forfeit
depth and detail, it helped me to produce empirical data with more breadth of coverage to
generalise the views and reactions of RiTe with the whole student cohort and whether these
complimented my FG findings; this is in line with Denscombe (1998) and resulted in a mixed
methods approach to my research. Ethical approval was sought for each study prior to recruiting
participants for my research (Appendix 4). Table 2 compares both the quantitative and
qualitative research paradigms and their effect on the relationship between the researcher and
subject (indicated by the arrows) and how this influences the researcher’s methodology.
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Table 2: A comparison of paradigms (Adapted from Lather, 2006; Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006; Reynolds et al., 2011).
QUANTITATIVE

Researcher

QUALITATIVE

Subject

Researcher

Subject

Ontology
(Nature of
reality/social beings)
Epistemology
(Perceived
relationship with
knowledge/research)

Reality is objective and ‘found’
Single truth
Creation of reality of subject by researcher
Discourse is structured and transparent, reflecting reality
Knowing the world
Reality can be explained
Objectivist – ‘how many’, ‘how much’

Reality is subjective and constructed
Multiple truths
Co-creation of reality between subject and researcher
Discourse is dialogic and creates reality
Understanding the world
Reality can be understood or constructed
Subjectivist – ‘what’, ‘why’, ‘how’

Methodology
(Discovering and
creating knowledge)
View on nature of
reality)
Methods

Experiments
Methods are systematic and rigorous

Exploratory
Knowledge is constructed through the research process
and interpreted through the researchers own values and
assumptions

Measurement and questionnaires

Observation and interviews
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I did not intend to use mixed methods for my research from the outset, but by mixing qualitative
and quantitative approaches as my research progressed helped me to gather a better
understanding of my research phenomena that would otherwise not have been accessible by
using one approach alone (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Morse & Niehaus, 2009) and
provided confirmatory support for my qualitative findings (Polit & Tatano Beck, 2010). It also
helped me to develop as a researcher and gain a better understanding of the value of mixing
paradigms as a ‘pure’ single paradigm approach is not always appropriate for real world
research.

3.2 Theoretical framework
The Kirkpatrick evaluation model of learning (specifically The New World Kirkpatrick Model
(NWKM)) provides the theoretical foundations for the publications in this thesis posteriori at
level 1 (Reaction/Participant Satisfaction). The NWKM was selected as a recognised model for
analysing and evaluating the results of training and educational activities and to provide a
holistic interpretation and conceptualisation of the publications (Gandomkar, 2018).
Kirkpatrick (1959) observed that technical training could be evaluated by measuring learners’
reactions and behaviours and wrote a series of articles which identified four levels of evaluation
- Reaction, Learning, Behaviour and Results as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The Kirkpatrick model (Adapted from Mavin et al., 2010).
Level 1 - Reaction of student: Did they like
it? How do the participants feel and think
about the program or activity they attended?
What are their personal reactions to the
learning experience? To what extent do
participants react favourably to the learning?

Level 2 - Learning: Did they learn? To what
extent did they acquire the intended knowledge,
skills and attitudes based on their participation in
the learning? To what extent have their attitudes
changed?

Level 3 - Behaviour: Did they use what they had
learnt? To what extent did they apply what they
had learned?

Level 4 - Results: What was the impact? To
what extent did the meeting of outcomes occur as
a result?

Despite its age, the Kirkpatrick model continues to be used in contemporary evaluative research
(Kirkpatrick & Kirkpatrick, 2009; Mavin et al., 2010). However, a criticism of the original
Kirkpatrick model was that the levels had different beneficiaries, for example levels 1-3
concerned learners and level 4 concerned organisations, but teachers were missing altogether.
Although it is important to analyse the student experiences of learning, it is also helpful to
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evaluate the teacher experience as this can help to improve the quality of their teaching and
helps in identifying problems such as a mismatch in expected learning outcomes and student
performance (Ramsden, 2003). Another criticism of the original Kirkpatrick model was that it
failed to provide any insight into the underlying mechanisms that might inhibit or facilitate
achievement of demonstratable outcomes and suggested that success (or lack of success) could
be explained simply by examining the end result or outcome (Ramsden, 2003).

In response to these criticisms, a new version of the Kirkpatrick model was introduced in 2016
as the NWKM. The NWKM added new elements that recognised the complexities of learning
environments (Gandomkar, 2018; Kirkpatrick & Kirkpatrick. 2016). The most significant
change to the original Kirkpatrick model occurred at Level 3 and included the identification of
processes that enabled or hindered the application of learned knowledge or skills; for example,
drivers that reinforced, monitored, or encouraged the application of learning. Learners’
engagement, relevance, confidence and commitment were added to levels 1 and 2 respectively,
to broaden the scope of evaluation (Kirkpatrick & Kirkpatrick, 2016). Table 3 provides a
summary of the NWKM additions made to the original Kirkpatrick model.
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Table 3: New World Kirkpatrick Model additions to the original Kirkpatrick model of learning
evaluation (Adapted from Kirkpatrick Partners, 2015).

Level 1: Reaction
The degree to which participants find the training favorable, engaging and relevant to their jobs.
Participant Satisfaction: The original definition measured only participant satisfaction with the training.
New World Additions:
Engagement: The degree to which participants are actively involved in and contributing to the learning
experience. Engagement levels directly relate to the level of learning that is attained.
Relevance: The degree to which training participants will have the opportunity to use or apply what they
learned in training on the job

Level 2: Learning
The degree to which participants acquire the intended knowledge, skills, attitude, confidence and
commitment based on their participation in the training.
Knowledge
Skill
Attitude

“I know it.”
“I can do it right now.”
“I believe this will be worthwhile to do on the job.”

New World Additions:
Confidence
Commitment

“I think I can do it on the job.”
“I intend to do it on the job.”

Level 3: Behavior
The degree to which participants apply what they learned during training when they are back on the job.
New World Addition:
Required Drivers: Processes and systems that reinforce, encourage and reward performance of critical
behaviors on the job.

Level 4: Results
The degree to which targeted outcomes occur as a result of the training and the support and accountability
package.
New World Addition:
Leading Indicators
Short-term observations and measurements suggesting that behaviors are on track to create
a positive impact on desired results
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Kirkpatrick's model remains popular for evaluating learning activities, but the basic structure is
now more than 60 years old (despite many updates and the introduction of the NWKM). The
way in which students learn and how HEIs operate has also changed radically in this time with
the term "training" now being been largely replaced by "learning and development" (Moreau,
2017). The Kirkpatrick model has been employed in HEI settings with varying opinions about
its efficacy, but its simplicity and systematic approach, means that it remains one of the most
widely used and cited models for learning evaluation. It therefore provides a suitable theoretical
framework for my research exploring the student reaction of RiTe and OPTIMAX as a proxy
for learning (Paull et al., 2016; Mawer, 2014). Using the NWKM as a theoretical framework
has also led to further research to measure student confidence and task value following
participation with RiTe (see Appendix 2).
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Chapter Four: Research process and data collection
methods
Overview
This chapter discusses the research process undertaken with the publications in this thesis. It
also examines the data collection methods used and rationale behind combining qualitative and
quantitative methods (mixed methods research).

4.1 Research process
The publications in the thesis represent the paradigmatic foundations of mixed methods
research being used in a progressive and exploratory manner. By taking this approach I was
more able to more comprehensively explore what students thought and felt about RiTe.
Qualitative research has been used in fields such as education, sociology, and anthropology for
some time and has started to gain more traction in healthcare research and healthcare
professions education (Castleberry & Nolan, 2018). My research data was collected and
analysed in two phases: a qualitative phase for Papers 1 & 2 and a quantitative phase for Papers
4 & 5. Although Paper 1 was predominately qualitative, a small post-activity evaluation
questionnaire was also used. For Papers 3 & 6 a qualitative approach was used as I wanted to
explore the student and AT learning experiences of OPTIMAX and the professional and
teaching perspective of RiTe by ATs and CPEs respectively. An intentional mixed method
research approach was used to develop and validate a psychometric scale to explore task value
and self-efficacy scale of year 1 and 2 students with RiTe (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Research activity and data collection methods for the publications in this thesis.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Provided background material and helped with setting the context of
the research area being explored.

PAPER 1: FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW AND EVALUATION
QUESTIONNAIRE
Focus group undertaken along with short questionnaire evaluation of
RiTe pilot to explore experience and reactions of this activity by
students.
(Qualitative + Quantitative Data)

PAPER 2: FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW
Focus group undertaken to follow up findings raised from Paper 1
evaluation to explore the group learning experience of RiTe and
reaction towards this.
(Qualitative Data)

REVISITED THE LITERATURE
Began to compare initial findings from Papers 1 & 2 with the
literature. Investigated the role of CEBL as part of the student
learning experience with RiTe. RiT and research skill development
and theory-practice integration also further explored.

PAPER 3: FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS
Focus group interviews with students and academic tutors to explore
student learning experiences and AT perceptions with OPTIMAX
based on themes identified in Papers 1-2.
(Qualitative Data)
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PAPER 4: STUDENT COHORT QUESTIONAIRE
Data collected using a questionnaire to explore themes from Papers
1 and 2 with whole year 1 cohort to see if they corroborated with the
wider cohort - mixed method approach. This also permitted the
triangulation of different data types to corroborate findings.
(Quantitative Data)

PAPER 5: STUDENT COHORT QUESTIONNAIRES
Questionnaires used to identify whether learning outcomes at year 1
and 2 constructively aligned within RiTe. Whole year 1 and year 2
cohort surveyed, and the questionnaire design is based on findings
from Papers 2 & 3.
(Quantitative Data)

PAPER 6: FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS
Focus group interviews with academic tutors and clinical placement
educators to further explore RiTe from the academic and clinical
tutor perspective as learning activity.
(Qualitative Data)

REVISITED THE LITERATURE / IDENTIFICATION OF
FURTHER WORK
Compared findings from Papers 1-6 with the literature (CEBL and
the relationship/benefits of using of this with RiT).
Further work needed to explore the degree to which students acquire
the intended knowledge, skills, attitude, confidence and commitment
based on their participation in RiTe.

ONGOING RESEARCH: DEVELOPMENT AND
VALDIATION OF PSYCHOMETRIC SCALE
Mixed method approach used to develop and validate psychometric
scale to explore the task value and self-efficacy by year 1 and 2
students following RiTe.
(Qualitative + Quantitative Data)
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4.2 Data collection
4.2.1 Sampling
Purposeful sampling was used for the selection of participants to take part with the FGs and
questionnaires. This involved selecting participants that had all experienced the phenomenon
of interest or had knowledge of this to increase reliability. As Morse and Niehaus (2009)
observe, whether the methodology employed is quantitative or qualitative, sampling methods
are intended to maximise efficiency and validity. Nevertheless, the sampling was consistent
with the aims and assumptions inherent in the use of both qualitative and quantitative methods.
For example, quantitative research provides breadth of understanding; whereas qualitative
research provides depth of understanding (e.g. feelings of participants towards a particular
phenomenon) (Patton, 2002).

4.2.2 Qualitative data collection
Apart from Paper 1, I conducted all the FGs as a solo researcher. The FG in Paper 1 was video
recorded and questions were compiled and asked by a member of the academic team as I was
still working as a Radiographer and could not attend. This meant that was I unable to influence
the line of questioning, but for Papers 2 & 3 I conducted and collected data using semistructured interviews that were recorded using digital audiotape. Prior to commencing the FGs,
I read preparatory guidance literature (e.g. Denscombe, 1999) on how to conduct FG interviews.
Each FG lasted approximately 60 minutes and the FG venue used was a small and intimate
room located within the University’s premises. This made it easily accessible and in
surroundings familiar for the participants. I also asked participants to elaborate upon certain
comments and whether they had anything they wished to add or if I had missed any key points
during each FG interview.
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Field notes were taken and used to act as point of reference during the data analysis. For Paper
6 data was collected using asynchronous online FGs (OFGs). For each FG I acted as the
‘moderator’ and used a semi-structured interview approach that included ‘triggers’ or questions
used to guide the discussion (see Paper 2, p63, Table 1 Topic plan with focus group triggers
and Paper 6, p228, Table 1 Semi-structured questions used in both OFGs). These triggers
would enable the participants to share their experiences with each other and help identify any
degree of consensus or difference of opinion. A set of guiding principles were also used for
each FG to ensure confidentially of all participants and to encourage all participants to express
and share ideas (see Paper 2, p63, Table 2 Focus group guiding principles).

Using FGs allowed me to study how meanings, interpretations, and narratives were socially
constructed by the participants. Although FGs do have a potential weakness with participant
perceptions being created within the group and not on a one-to-one basis, this approach did
allow participants to share and compare a multiplicity of views and experiences with one
another that helped to stimulate further debate (Smith, 2017). This made the choice of FGs for
my research an appropriate methodological tool for my data collection when exploring the
student learning experience of RiTe and OPTIMAX.

4.2.3 Quantitative data collection
To further evaluate and gain a better understanding of the student experience of RiTe
quantitative research was undertaken using opinion/attitudinal questionnaires (Papers 4 & 5).
Questionnaires were used to collect descriptive statistical data from the whole year 1 and year
2 student cohort that could be generalised and help to provide further insight into the breadth
of the student experience with RiTe (National Institutes of Health [NIH], 2018). Data gained
from the FGs along with appropriate literature on questionnaire design (e.g. Denscombe, 1999)
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was used to aid the construction of questions to explore key findings identified from the FG
research with the wider year 1 and 2 cohorts. Each questionnaire had a pre-set structure with
the aim of collecting student opinions about RiTe.

Although I had used a small questionnaire evaluation in Paper 1, qualitative findings had not
been used to develop the items of the questionnaire and instead the questions had been based
upon the University’s module evaluation questionnaire (MEQ). I did not use or search for
validated items from other questionnaires which had explored RiT and undergraduate student
learning experiences of this with my questionnaires in Papers 4 & 5 which could be considered
a limitation of their reliability and validity. Qualitative data analysis from the FGs yielded
specific themes related to the phenomena being researched – namely the student experience of
RiTe, RiTe and the diagnostic radiography curriculum, RiTe and clinical skills development,
RiTe and research skills development and each of these themes were turned into questionnaire
items for exploration with the wider student cohort in Paper 4. The questionnaire was then
further adapted for Paper 5 by amending the questions to elicit responses based on knowledge
transition from year 1 to 2.

When developing the questionnaires, I determined what I wanted to measure and to ensure
applicability, I generated a pool of questions related to each theme (e.g. ‘I found RiTe to be an
enjoyable and stimulating learning experience’; ‘I feel that RiTe has helped develop my clinical
skills further’). The scale of measurement (level of agreement) to each question on the
questionnaire was determined using a 5-point Likert scale. The pool of questions was reviewed
by two researchers with experience of educational research or quantitative method research
designs. Each questionnaire was piloted with a small sample of students and selected ATs as
part of a validation process to determine the clarity and appropriateness of each statement
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(DeVellis, 1991). I felt that that these participants would have the range of knowledge of RiTe
and questionnaire design to complete, assess and provide feedback on the questionnaires. The
data from the questionnaires was mostly quantitative, but there were open ended items where
qualitative data was captured so that respondents could expand upon their answers to items if
they wished to elicit reasons for their response to an item (Denscombe, 1998). These qualitative
comments were used in Papers 4 & 5 to support my quantitative analysis.

Questionnaire reliability was also ensured by the negative-wording some of some of the closed
items to minimise affirmation bias (Mcleod et al., 2000; Altermatt, 2006). All questionnaires
were completed using the Bristol Online Survey (BOS) tool (http://www.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/).
Regular reminders were sent out to participants and this led to a response rate of 54% and 67%
for Papers 4 & 5 respectively; for an online questionnaire the expected completion rate is
usually around 33% (Nulty, 2008).

4.3 Mixed methods research
Shannon-Baker (2016) viewed mixed methods research as the intentional mixture of both
qualitative and quantitative approaches in a single research study. This mixture, or the
integration of these two approaches, can take place in either the philosophical or theoretical
framework(s), methods of data collection and analysis, overall research design, and/or
discussion of research conclusions. Research issues most suitable for mixed methods are those
in which a quantitative or qualitative approach alone is inadequate to provide a comprehensive
understanding of a research problem.

Mixed methods research values both the qualitative (subjective) and quantitative (objective)
research processes. Teddlie & Tashakkori (2009) stated that combining questionnaires and
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interviews in a single research study brings together the advantages of breadth and depth
associated with these two methods. Although I did not set out to use mixed methods research
at beginning of my research, by using both qualitative and quantitative research methods I was
able to confirm the credibility of my findings and use a process of triangulation to provide a
comparison of the results from these different methods so that I could assess the extent to which
my findings from the FG data agreed and corroborated with my questionnaire findings (Patton,
1999; Caillaud & Flick, 2017).

4.4 Ongoing research using mixed methods
The research in this thesis has evaluated the student reaction to RiTe as proxy for learning but
has not explored the student’s beliefs towards RiTe (task value) and confidence in their ability
to perform actions following their engagement with RiTe (self-efficacy). My ongoing research
is currently developing and validating a psychometric scale to investigate student attitude,
confidence and commitment with research skills development following RiTe (NWKM Level
2 & 3). This is important area for my research as self-efficacy beliefs affect how consistently
and effectively students can apply what they know, making this a good predictor of performance
with learning outcomes (Rowbotham & Schmitz, 2013).

A mixed methods research design was used to collect data and comprised of three distinct stages
which included scale creation, face and content validity and construct validity and reliability of
the scale. An FG of experts was used to ensure that the scale items would measure what they
claimed to be measuring and that they comprehensively represented the construct being
measured to avoid error in measurement. Following face and content validity testing, the scale
was pilot tested via a second FG of year 3 students and a newly qualified radiographer who had
all experienced RiTe for validity and reliability. The purpose of this was to pre-test the scale
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and ensured that potential respondents understood the wording of the scale items to avoid any
misinterpretation. A purposive sampling technique was used to collect data by administering
the scale to the whole year 1 and year 2 student cohort following their attendance with RiTe.
The creation phase of the scale included item identification, generation and appropriateness and
scale items were created using a combination of findings from my earlier research and relevant
literature (Appendix 2).
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Chapter Five: Trustworthiness of my data analysis
Overview
This chapter discuss the concept of trustworthiness and the steps used in my analysis of the data
with the publications in this thesis to ensure rigour with my research.

5.1 Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness refers to the degree of confidence in the interpretation and processes used to
ensure the quality of a study (Pilot & Beck, 2014). As a researcher it is important to establish
the protocols and procedures used with the data collection and analysis to ensure outcomes are
considered trustworthy or credible by those reading the research findings (Amankwaa, 2016).
For qualitative research, methods used to establish trustworthiness include credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Murphy & Yielder,
2010). For quantitative research, methods used to establish trustworthiness include internal
validity, external validity, reliability, and objectivity (Yilmaz, 2013).

As a solo researcher for the publications in this thesis I have been involved in the delivery and
evaluation of RiTe since inception. I have investigated the student learning experience of RiTe
over the past 6 years and my prolonged engagement within this will have enhanced the
credibility of my analysis and identification of concepts and themes (Murphy & Yielder, 2010).
However, I will have also brought a specific knowledge base and set of preferences that may
have influenced the way in which the themes were derived from my qualitative data. Therefore,
it is important that as a researcher I am reflexive in order to explain my position and influence
on the research (Gilgun, 2010) and this is discussed further in Chapter Eight.
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5.1.1 Qualitative data analysis
For Paper 1, I transcribed a video recording of the FG verbatim into a written format to ensure
that I captured a word-for-word reproduction of the recorded data for my analysis. A broad
surface content type analysis was used to explore the participant experience by staying very
close to the transcribed text. I used a quantitative approach to note reoccurring concepts to help
generate codes and I did not seek to find any underlying meaning in the text. I then went back
through the transcript and looked at the relationship of each of the codes and grouped these
together to develop categories that described the student experience of RiTe. For Papers 2-4 I
also transcribed the FG data verbatim into a written format from the audio recordings, but as
recommended by Denscombe (1998) I also made field notes to act as ‘memory joggers’ during
each FG to prompt me to go back and explore any areas that I felt needed further clarification.
These notes also helped to provide a permanent record of my interpretations or observations of
what was said so that I could refer to back to these during my analysis (Appendix 5).

For Paper 2 I followed a similar process as with Paper 1 by immersing myself in the data when
analysing and generating codes and categories but attempted to explore their underlying
meaning further by going back and re-reading my notes and transcripts to better understand
what the text was talking about (Bengtsson, 2016) (Appendices 6 & 7). As the participants did
not always speak in finite sentences, some sentences needed editing into a format that was
understandable to me although a consequence of this process may have been the loss of some
authenticity (Denscombe, 1998). Analysis of the transcripts was undertaken using Microsoft
Word as this allowed me to highlight codes using different colours and to make notes or record
my interpretations of the data from my field notes; with Paper 1 I had previously done this
manually using paper and coloured marker pens. The findings of the FG in Paper 2 identified
that the students found CEBL within RiTe a positive aspect of their experience of RiTe as they
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were able to share, and co-produce knowledge as seen in Table 4 which I hadn’t previously
identified in Paper 1 or indeed had anticipated. Following my analysis with Paper 2 I then
reviewed my categories against the literature. This also provided the impetus to further explore
the role of CEBL and the student experience in my research. Interestingly, analysis of the data
also unearthed issues around student leadership with translating this new knowledge into
practice following RiTe which also was unexpected finding from my research.

Table 4: Example of generation of a category from several related codes.
Code (with example quotes)

Category

Interacting with other people / co- Student holistic experience of RiTe
production of knowledge:
R2: It was good to get experience of Sub-category: Positive student learning
interacting with other people
experience → collaborative and group
learning / working
Working in a group:
R8: We got on well in our group and I
liked group working
Learning from others in the group:
R4: There were members of the team who
come from other backgrounds and they
were learning about how to do an
experiment with the rest of the group

In the next phases of my research I wanted to further explore the concepts raised in Papers 1
& 2, but also my interpretation of the qualitative data and used thematic analysis (TA) with
Papers 3, 4 & 6 (Yin, 2011). Nowell et al. (2017) argue that TA can be used to produce
insightful findings from qualitative data and that by using sound and respected data collection
and analysis techniques such as TA, I would be able to build trustworthiness and credibility
within my publications (Yin, 2011). A central issue with the analysis of qualitative data is that
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the participants’ meanings and social reality are appropriately conveyed in the final research
report. A text may involve multiple meanings and their identification requires a process of
careful analysis in which these meanings are uncovered and conveyed. There are number of
similarities between qualitative content analysis and TA (e.g. attention to both description and
interpretation in data analysis and the consideration of context of data), but with content
analysis categories reflect a descriptive level of analysis of the text. I wanted to use TA to elicit
the essence of the participant’s experiences so that I could generate 3-5 themes that would help
me to further characterise the learning experience of the participants with RiTe and OPTIMAX
especially following my findings with Paper 2 (Vaismoradi et al., 2016).

Following a review of the literature I could not identify one key text on how to conduct TA and
there was no clear agreement about how researchers can rigorously apply TA. This issue has
also been identified by Nowell et al. (2017). Several guides on TA have been published by
authors such as Guest et al., (2011), Braun & Clarke, (2006), Nowell et al., (2017) and King
(2004) and each of these have identified several key similarities with the process of TA. I
therefore attempted to synthesise these processes in my analysis of the data but maintained an
iterative and reflective process throughout. I also reviewed my themes against the literature and
my previous research findings following analysis. The phases I followed in establishing
trustworthiness with my qualitative data are illustrated in Table 5.
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Table 5: Establishing trustworthiness during each phase of my thematic analysis (Adapted
from Nowell et al., 2017).
Phase of thematic analysis

Means of establishing trustworthiness

1. Familiarisation with the data

Transcribed and re-read the data, noting down initial ideas.
The transcribed text was read through several times to obtain a
sense of the whole.
Documented thoughts and concepts to review in the literature.
Documented thoughts about potential codes/themes.
Kept records of all my field notes and transcripts.

2. Generating initial codes

Coded interesting features of the data in a systematic fashion
across the entire data set.
Revisited the data, reflected on specific characteristics of the
data.
Identified important sections of text as they related to an issue
in the data. Boyatzis (1998) suggested that a “good code” is
one that captures the qualitative richness of the phenomenon.
Sections of text were coded in as many different themes as
they fitted, sometimes being un-coded and then re-coded as
many times as deemed relevant (Braun & Clarke, 2006)

3. Searching for themes:

A process of sorting and collating all potentially relevant coded
data extracts into themes was then performed (Braun & Clarke,
2006).
Themes were not dependent on quantifiable measures, but
whether they captured something important in relation to my
overall research question e.g. the student learning experience
(Braun & Clarke, 2006).

4. Reviewing themes:

Themes and any subthemes were reviewed.
This helped me to determine what aspect of the data each
theme captured and to identify what was of interest and why
(Braun & Clarke, 2006).
As suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006) I attempted to create
theme names that were punchy and immediately gave the
reader a sense of what the theme is about.
I then went back and read through my data and checked my
coding at least twice (King, 2004). This also increased the
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probability of developing credible findings (Lincoln & Guba,
1985).

5. Defining and naming themes:

As suggested by King (2004) as a solo researcher I consulted
outside experts (PhD supervisors) to determine whether my
themes were sufficiently clear and comprehensive.
Discussion of themes had with PhD supervisors, themes were
reviewed with relevant literature and compared with my
previous findings.

6. Producing the report:

The final analysis. I undertook a process of selecting vivid,
compelling extract examples/extracts from my data and related
these back to my analysis and research question. I also
reviewed and linked themes and concepts with relevant
literature in my publications.

Themes were reviewed and assessed as to whether they encompassed all the codes developed
from the data, and if they could be combined or subdivided into further themes. In the final
stage of my analysis, themes emerging from the coded data were used to develop a narrative to
help contextualise my understanding of the participants perspectives and experiences of RiTe
and OPTIMAX (Chapman et al., 2015). For Papers 3 & 6 I also used two FGs and once I had
coded and generated themes from these data I determined if these themes could be triangulated
between the FGs. This helped to identify areas of agreement as well as areas of divergence
between each set of FG data as well providing further trustworthiness of my findings (Patton,
2002).

For Paper 6 I used OFGs to allow the easier participation with my research by CPE and ATs.
I had originally intended to conduct the FGs for Paper 6 face to face as I had assumed that this
was the ‘gold standard’, but there were difficulties with organising a convenient time for the
CPEs and ATs to attend for separate face-to-face FGs. After exploring the literature and
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following discussions with my PhD supervisors I decided to conduct asynchronous OFGs for
both the ATs and CPEs instead. I did have concerns that this approach might be perceived as
solution to my problem rather than what was best for my data collection and could impact on
the quality of the data collected. Nonetheless, this approach removed timing and location
constraints for both FG participants and did not seem to impact on the quality of discussion and
data collection. Following my experience with using OFGs I used a similar method when
developing and validating the psychometric scale in Appendix 2. This approach also led to a
greater equality of participation by each FG group member as they could contribute as and when
they wished without timing and location constraints (Nunamaker, 1997).

For Paper 6 I also followed the fifteen-point checklist of criteria for good TA by Braun &
Clarke (2006) which can be seen in Table 6, which I had identified following reading their
article on using TA in psychology research to further ensure trustworthiness of my data
analysis.
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Table 6. The fifteen-point checklist of criteria for good thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke,
2006).
Process

No. Criteria

Transcription

1

Coding

2
3

4
5
6
Analysis

7
8
9
10

Overall

11

Written report

12
13

14
15

The data have been transcribed to an appropriate level of detail,
and the transcripts have been checked against recordings for
“accuracy‟
Each data item has been given equal attention in the coding
process.
Themes have not been generated from a few vivid examples (an
anecdotal approach), but instead the coding process has been
thorough, inclusive and comprehensive.
All relevant extracts for all each theme have been collated
Themes have been checked against each other and back to the
original data set.
Themes are internally coherent, consistent, and distinctive.
Data have been analysed – interpreted, made sense of - rather than
just paraphrased or described.
Analysis and data match each other – the extracts illustrate the
analytic claims.
Analysis tells a convincing and well-organised story about the data
and topic.
A good balance between analytic narrative and illustrative extracts
is provided.
Enough time has been allocated to complete all phases of the
analysis adequately, without rushing a phase or giving it a onceover-lightly
The assumptions about, and specific approach to, thematic analysis
clearly explicated.
There is a good fit between what you claim you do, and what you
show you have done – i.e., described method and reported analysis
are consistent.
The language and concepts used in the report are consistent with
the epistemological position of the analysis.
The researcher is positioned as active in the research process;
themes do not just “emerge‟

By using the checklist in Table 6, I tried to avoid merely paraphrasing the data by developing
an analytic narrative to ensure dependability and credibility of the results (Braun & Clarke,
2006; Gray, 2014; National Health Service [NHS] Leadership Academy, 2017). This was
achieved by going beyond, the ‘surface’ of the data, and helped to provide a more detailed
analysis and account of the AT and CPEs’ perceptions and experiences of RiTe (Braun &
Clarke, 2006) as can be seen in Table 7 and Appendix 8.
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Table 7: Example of data extract with codes applied from academic tutor focus group from
Paper 6.
Data extract

Coded for

Yes, if the research problem is selected carefully (1)
to match their required learning at the point in their
curriculum (2). Sometimes students may need a little
help to see the links with clinical practice –
involvement of placement in this process would
really help here (3). (Academic Tutor 5 (AT 5)
5:25:15/9/2015)

1. Research/Research skills
development

2 Linking the research
activity with teaching

3. Linking theory with
practice

The codes were then used to generate themes and created an initial thematic map as illustrated
in Figure 7 to help me identify concepts and how these linked with the themes. During my PhD
supervisor meetings, I also attempted to share my interpretations of the participants’
experiences from each of my FG data analysis and how I had interpreted my findings.
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Figure 7: Initial thematic map, showing nine main themes from Paper 6. Initial themes presented in circles.
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5.1.2 Quantitative data analysis
The questionnaires in Papers 4 & 5 consisted of 25 items contained within 5 key themes (see
Paper 4, p102, Figure 1 RiTe student experience online questionnaire). Results were tabulated
question by question and the frequency of responses to each item or question. The data was
analysed using Microsoft Excel and descriptive statistics were used to describe the frequency
and distribution of responses to each item (Denscombe,1999). Responses were converted into
numerical scores and items that had negative wording (e.g. “I do not”, “I felt that I did not”)
were reversed for scoring purposes so that all responses were unidirectional. The data were
presented using histograms to (for example see Paper 4, p104, Figure 3 Student experience of
RiTe) (Denscombe, 1998). No other statistical tests were employed, for example I did not use
Cronbach alpha, or factor analysis to validate and ensure reliability of my questionnaire items
(Sullivan et al., 2013; Boynton, 2004). However, these tests were used with the development
of my psychometric scale in Appendix 2.

By using a questionnaire in Paper 4 I was able to triangulate both the quantitative and
qualitative data with the previous FG findings from Paper 2. This enabled me to further
investigate whether there were connections or links with the categories identified with the FG
findings in Paper 2 and the wider student cohort, using two independent methods (Creswell,
2015). This helped me to confirm that student cohort felt RiTe was a valuable, relevant and
interesting learning activity and therefore complimentary to the findings in Paper 2. The role
of CEBL was seen to be a key element of their learning experience along with aiding their
development of research skills. The questionnaire used in Paper 5 also helped to confirm the
constructive alignment of learning outcomes with RiTe in years 1 and 2. Analysis of the data
also identified that the learning in RiTe for year 2 students was at an appropriate level (task
complexity had been altered to account for this) and commensurate with expected Framework
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for Higher Education Qualification (FHEQ) level descriptors. Students in year 2 also continued
to see RiTe as being a relevant and interesting learning activity on the course.

5.2 Summary
By using a mixed methods approach in my research, I was able to use both qualitative and
quantitative sources of data to help me better understand the phenomena being explored (Patton,
1999; Caillaud & Flick, 2017). This also enabled me to use a process of triangulation to check
and corroborate my findings from the FG research by being able to generalise to the wider
student cohort. However, it is worth mentioning that the students were already used to group
based learning with problem-based learning (PBL) on the course, so this might have had
influence on this aspect with RiTe and the outcomes of my results. Nonetheless, the concept of
CEBL was also seen as a key factor with the success of OPTIMAX by students and ATs.
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Chapter Six: Discussion and research contributions
Overview
This chapter discusses the findings from the publications in this thesis following the scope and
aims set out in Chapter One. It also provides a comprehensive review of the main contributions
and addition to knowledge the publications have made to the current body of literature.

6.1 Discussion and contributions
Mixed methods research was used to collect and analyse quantitative and qualitative data. This
helped to provide a broader perspective of my research aims and increase the trustworthiness
of my findings by providing two sources of data to assist with my understanding of the
phenomena I was exploring (McKim, 2017). By using the NWKM as a theoretical framework,
the publications in this thesis reaffirm that the student’s perspective and reactions towards
learning activities are an important area of contemporary teaching and learning research; it is
important as a teacher to know whether devised courses or activities are working in the ways
intended or whether there are aspects that could be changed or improved (Tight, 2012;
Kirkpatrick, 1967).

The publications in this thesis found that RiTe was seen by students, ATs and CPEs as a valued
learning activity that facilitated understanding and knowledge by linking theory to practice as
well as developing student research skills by linking teaching with research (Papers 1-2 & 6).
Data gained from quantitative research also helped to further corroborate and support my
qualitative findings regarding RiTe as a stimulating and enjoyable learning experience
appropriate to the students’ level of learning (Papers 4 & 5). A student-centred, research-based
approach to learning by students via CEBL was seen a key part of the student learning
experience within RiTe and this was corroborated in Paper 4 by the year 1 student cohort and
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identified with OPTIMAX in Paper 3. These findings therefore support and contribute towards
building on knowledge by Griffiths (2004) and Healey (2005) and linking of research with
teaching. However, the publications also add to the body of knowledge by authors such as
Jacques & Salmon (2007), Cohen (1994), Jackson & Williams (1985) and Vygotsky (1978),
who found that working in small groups benefits students by providing them with opportunities
to critically explore material, construct knowledge and develop higher order thinking skills
through active participation with learning.

Using CEBL within RiTe and OPTIMAX supported learning through discussion (coproduction of knowledge), developed research and interpersonal skills, and helped students to
identify weaker skills or knowledge that needed further development (Higgins et al., 2013a;
Higgins et al., 2013b; Higgins et al., 2014a; Higgins et al., 2017a; Higgins et al., 2017b).
Goodyear & Zenios (2007) also identified that students’ engagement with learning activities
that use CEBL facilitated their capacity to understand and participate with different ways of
creating knowledge within different contexts. Key employment skills such as communication
and team working were also identified by ATs and CPEs when exploring their perceptions of
RiTe as part of my research (Higgins et al., 2017b). Spronken-Smith & Walker, 2010; Simons,
2006, Villa et al., 2013 have also described benefits of using CEBL with RiT, which include
greater achievement of higher order learning outcomes and enhanced student employability via
the development of key skills such as communication, critical thinking, problem solving and
team working.

Despite a body of literature supporting the linking of teaching and learning with RiT, this
research has identified several important implications when developing RiT activities and the
role of CEBL; for example, with CEBL there is an increased attention to the research process
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(skills development) by students which includes collaboration, team working and knowledge
construction processes:

“Great team work- learnt from my peers.”
“Overall, I felt RiTe was a good experience into how to do research and I know
some areas that I need to develop further, such as data analysis…”
(Higgins et al., 2014a)

Both RiTe and OPTIMAX offer a useful stepping stone for novice researchers undertaking their
first steps into an area of practice which may previously had been relatively inaccessible
(Manning-Stanley, 2017). A greater awareness of how research can inform practice is generated
and students are able to better understand which practices work best and why. This supports the
link between research skill development and learning via active participation with CEBL as
reported by Imafuku et al., (2015) as students can share experience and knowledge:

“Unlike some of the other group members, I don’t have a science background. I have
learnt a lot from it [RiTe]

“I think that it was good educationally. All of the things we get told about in
lectures… We don’t actually get to spend time looking at images and trying to see
what that is in practical terms”
(Higgins et al., 2013a)

However, the development of leadership skills in students should also be considered within the
wider undergraduate curriculum when developing research skills. Research findings seemed to
indicate that following participation with RiTe students felt unable to share or challenge
qualiﬁed practitioners with the knowledge they had gained. The reason for this was unclear, but
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may be due to a lack of conﬁdence in expressing concepts or feeling disempowered in the
clinical learning environment:

“I have learned that I’m not going to bring the kVp up by 5 or whatever unless it is
justiﬁed for a good reason. I never dare tell the radiographer to”
(Higgins et al., 2014a)

However, students did feel more conﬁdent in sharing this knowledge with their peers, but only
following qualiﬁcation did the students feel conﬁdent enough to share their knowledge acquired
from RiTe:
“It’s more of having self conﬁdence really, once your qualiﬁed you know that you
have the authority to be able to help people and pass on the information that you
have”

(Higgins et al., 2014a)
Without adequate training in leadership skills students may feel unable to challenge the status
quo to develop practice. Developing undergraduate student leadership skills may also provide
the impetus to challenge traditional practices that may not necessarily be evidence based.

6.1.1 Implications of the publications
Both RiTe and OPTIMAX mirror real world research practices and support the notion that
regardless of methods used, researchers work with others in formulating research questions,
collecting data, and interpreting findings (Garland et al., 2006). One of the aims of the Society
and College of Radiographers Research Strategy [2016-2021] (SCoR, 2015) is to ‘Develop a
radiography workforce that engages critically with research to ensure that care provided to
service users is based on the best available evidence’ (p6). A recommendation in order to
achieve this aim is to embed research at all levels of radiography practice and education by
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having radiography courses that contain components to develop critical research appraisal
skills. By using a model like RiTe, this may help to achieve this aim by developing research
skills from year 1 and engaging undergraduate radiography students in research and teaching
activities that link with evidence-based practice. This approach may also help to achieve another
aim of the SCoR [2016-2021] Research Strategy which is to ‘Foster a culture across the
radiography profession that values research and evaluation activities as a core part of
delivering high quality patient care for all’ (SCoR, 2015 p7).

However, a large amount of time and resource is required to deliver and facilitate RiTe
especially as this uses CEBL. To overcome this an inclusive approach was adopted by involving
a range of ATs as well as PhD students and a specialist technician. There were some difficulties
with getting some students to fully engage with RiTe and Meyers (1997) suggested that group
members who contribute less can lead to other group members reducing their effort and
commitment with activities. To ensure student participation and minimise AT dominance
during RiTe, icebreakers, discussion of expectations and dividing tasks among group members
(e.g. assigned group roles such as timekeeper or group leader) are used to promote group
cohesion and to reduce social loafing (putting in less effort in group settings) (Meyers, 1997;
Jackson & Williams, 1985). Harkin & Petty (1982) suggested that social loafing can be reduced
by increasing the task difficulty (see Paper 5), but also by making everyone in the group
responsible for a different task (see Paper 1, p356 The RiTe project pilot). Face-to-face contact
time with ATs is reduced with RiTe because of CEBL and so could potentially be viewed as a
negative student experience, resulting in decreased student satisfaction (Dean & Gibbs, 2015;
Blair, 2017) although was not identified in my research.
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Other issues were attributed to the student understanding of research processes which has also
been identified by Imafauku et al., (2015). For example, performing statistical data analysis
within RiTe required additional teaching support:

“None of us could remember how to put standard deviation bars on [Excel], we all knew
what they were, but we couldn’t remember how to do it…”
(Higgins et al., 2013a)

Consideration also needs to be given to group size and this was an important factor for both
students and ATs regarding learning and group participation in OPTIMAX (Higgins et al.,
2014b). Although smaller groups allow greater sharing of tasks, they may contain less diversity
and lack divergent thinking. Similarly, with larger groups it is difficult to ensure that all
members of the team participate with all activities (Jacques & Salmon, 2007). With RiTe
students attend in groups of approximately 12 students per group and are then divided into 2
smaller CEBL groups to ensure active participation and sharing of tasks throughout the group.

6.2 Wider contributions of the publications
RiTe and OPTIMAX have been cited as innovative case studies by the Council of Deans of
Health linking research and teaching in pre-registration curricula for allied health courses (see
https://councilofdeans.org.uk/case-study/research-informed-teaching-experience-rite-in-bscdiagnostic-radiography-curriculum/

and

https://councilofdeans.org.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2019/05/CODH.RIPR_.report_v3-002.pdf). Students have also disseminated
their research at major conferences following RiTe and OPTIMAX adding further to the body
of knowledge with medical imaging research. When designing RiT activities that are multicultural and/or multi-professional, cultural differences in communication do not necessarily
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seem to be the main threat to successful learning and interaction, indeed CEBL can have a
positive effect:

“You gain some new knowledge especially from your colleagues and from the students
also. People from different cultures and professions have their own approach to
research, that is quite different from our approach and you can learn from them.”

“I learnt a lot from peers in my team, because we are all at different [academic] levels,
so it was great to meet with all of them and share ideas and ways of learning.”
(Higgins et al., 2014b)

However, potential problems can arise from failing to provide proper guidance and allocation
of formal roles within the group to encourage support during challenging times. During
OPTIMAX it was identified that leading successful group learning does not always come
naturally to many ATs who may fall back on a reserve position of authority. Skills in facilitating
a clear and co-ordinated strategy, are important factors for effective team working and learning
and recommendations have been integrated into subsequent versions of OPTIMAX following
research by Robinson et al., (2014) and Higgins et al., (2014b) to ensure that there are two ATs
per group to help facilitate CEBL group working and a student-centred approach to learning.

Expanding RiT is now seen a key component of the Research and Knowledge Exchange
Strategy within the UoS, and consequently there is intention to extend RiT across the University
into other discipline areas. RiTe and OPTIMAX within the UoS are perceived as excellent
examples of how to achieve and embed RiT within the undergraduate curriculum to support
leaning and research skills development and have generated interest by other healthcare
academics internal and external to University wanting to use RiT. However, another driver for
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RiT as discussed in Chapter 2 lies with the REF and TEF. Regardless of the research intensity
of the institution, HEIs that can demonstrate how they have embedded RiT into their curriculum
are more likely to receive an award above the standard of their metrics (bronze award) (Office
for Students, 2018b).
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion, recommendations, limitations
and further work
7.1 Conclusion
There is an absence of studies that have explored RiT within the undergraduate Diagnostic
Radiography curricula. RiTe has built research into the core curriculum for the BSc (Hons)
Diagnostic Radiography course at the UoS and provides opportunities for students to be
engaged with research from year 1 onwards. This culminates with a research dissertation in
year 3 that acts as a capstone project to ensure that they can demonstrate the research skills and
knowledge gained. The publications in this thesis explored the student learning experience of
RiTe and OPTIMAX as RiT models for undergraduate learning and research skills development
using CEBL. Based on qualitative and quantitative analysis it can be concluded that both RiTe
and OPTIMAX are seen by students as being valuable, relevant and interesting teaching and
learning activities. Findings indicated that one key element of the success of RiTe and
OPTIMAX was that of CEBL and students being able to share knowledge and experiences.
However, FG research did identify that students felt that they could not apply or share with
qualified practitioners what they learned following RiTe, but this might be less of an issue
following post-qualification. Although questionnaire research (Paper 4) did not identify this as
an issue with the wider year 1 cohort.

The publications in this thesis have provided new insights into using RiT with CEBL to develop
student research skills and support learning. This model could potentially be applied across
other disciplines to help immerse students in relevant disciplinary research via a process of
collaboration and enquiry and help to embed RiT into curricula. This may also help to support
TEF submissions by HEIs and the attainment of a silver or gold award. Challenges and issues
have been also highlighted to provide information on the complexity of designing and
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implementing RiT activities such as RiTe or OPTIMAX and potential barriers to students
applying research skills or knowledge. By analysing the student experience of RiTe and
OPTIMAX using the NWKM, the publications in this thesis have also shown the importance
of student evaluation and how learning activities that are liked by students are an important
proxy for learning and development.

7.2 Recommendations
The publications in this thesis have shown how research linked with teaching can be embedded
within an undergraduate curriculum. Based on this research recommendations are suggested for
other HEIs who may wish to develop undergraduate or postgraduate student research skills or
link teaching with research within their disciplines. These include:

•

Consider using RiT to develop research skills in undergraduate or postgraduate students.
Any RiT activity should directly link to the students’ discipline and practice. This will
help students appreciate the role of research and develop key skills needed as part of
their future employment within their discipline (linking theory with practice);

•

It is important to thoroughly evaluate both the student and teacher experience to
determine if outcomes match expectations and whether it is seen to be engaging and
effective (for example using the NWKM model). Learning outcomes should be
demonstrable and constructively aligned to the appropriate year of academic study on
the course;

•

Consider using student centred or collaborative enquiry-based leaning approaches with
RiT. This helps students to share knowledge and experience and promotes key
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employability skills such as team working.

This also mirrors real world research

practices. However, consideration needs to be given to group working and learning
processes. Group size and allocation of group roles are an important factor for both
learning and group participation. Small group sizes may lack divergent thinking and
bigger group sizes limit the sharing of tasks.

7.3 Limitations
The data analysis for each publication was reliant on my interpretation as a solo researcher.
This therefore may have affected the trustworthiness of the analysis of the qualitative data. The
use of more than one person to interpret my data or the use of member checking may have
minimised any researcher bias and further established trustworthiness with my publications
(Birt et al., 2016; Anney, 2014). However, some authors caution against the uncritical use of
member checking (e.g., Barbour, 2001). A literature review performed by Thomas (2016) did
not find any evidence that routine member checking enhanced the credibility or trustworthiness
of qualitative research, especially if the primary focus was on theory development and
generalisation. Common problems identified by Thomas (2016) with member checking also
included; a lack of response from most participants, creating additional intrusion for
participants, little or no substantive changes in research findings, and the need for additional
research resources.

Given the potential for the students to perceive me as being in a position of power as an AT and
facilitator for RiTe (Paper 2 onwards), it is unknown if all the questionnaire and FG responses
were answered honestly. All the participants knew me and might have therefore felt they needed
to say what they thought I wanted to hear rather than what they truly felt. There may also have
been some potential skew with the selection of FG participants as those with a more active
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interest in research may been more likely to have volunteered (Drennan & Goodman, 2011).
FG discussion is also dependant on the dynamics of the participants; for example, if participants
are uneasy with one another they may not discuss their feelings and opinions freely or hesitate
to participate in the topic of interest which can affect the data collection (Nyumba et al., 2018).
However, this was not something that was apparent during my research. Although FGs capture
the thoughts of several participants at the same time, they do limit in-depth responses that may
have been obtained by one-to-one interviews (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). As I was more
interested in gathering a multiplicity of views with RiTe and OPTIMAX as a group learning
experience, I was not concerned by this limitation. Nonetheless, an issue for the FG moderator
(and for analysis), is how to deal with one or several group member(s) dominating the
discussion so that theirs is the only opinion clearly articulated which could then potentially be
represented as the 'group's opinion’ (Smithson, 2000). During my FG research I attempted to
overcome this issue by ensuring that every participant was given the opportunity to share their
thoughts and views.

The questionnaire design was informed by themes identified from my FG research which were
then turned into questionnaire items. Each questionnaire was piloted to determine clarity,
appropriateness and content validity (Mcleod et al., 2000). Questionnaire validity was also
ensured, by reverse-wording some of the closed choice items to minimise acquiescence bias
(Altermatt, 2006). However, the validity and reliability of my questionnaires could have been
further assured by identifying whether a validated questionnaire existed that I could have used
for this purpose or by using a panel of experts to review my questionnaire items prior to piloting
and data collection. Cronbach alpha, or factor analysis could have also been used to validate
and ensure reliability of my questionnaire items (Sullivan et al., 2013; Boynton, 2004).
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The focus of these publications is with undergraduate students and not graduates who could
have provided data on the impact of RiTe in practice. This is an area intended for further work.
For Paper 3 consideration also needs to be given to the multi-cultural and multi-professional
diversity of the participants involved with this research.

7.4 Further work
Further development of RiTe could include student conferences and exhibitions within the
University (Higgins et al., 2013b).

Further research is needed to explore student learning

outcomes and behaviour towards being able to apply what they have learnt following RiTe.
Ongoing research is currently being undertaken to develop and validate a psychometric scale
to determine task value and student self-efficacy with RiTe in years 1 and 2 with research skills
development. This research builds on the existing publications by exploring level 2 (Learning)
of the NWKM. Further work is also needed to better understand whether research activitiy is
continued beyond registration following RiTe (NWKM levels 3 (Behaviour) & 4 (Results)).

FG research identified that students felt that they could not apply or share with qualified
practitioners what they learned following RiTe, but this might be less of an issue once qualified.
Although this was not identified with the wider year 1 cohort, this is still an area that warrants
further investigation and could link with broader research exploring influencers and barriers to
research in the transition period from student to qualified practitioner.
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Chapter Eight: Reflexivity
Overview
This chapter explores the challenges in writing this thesis. Reflexivity is discussed along with
a retrospective that explores how my processes and influences may have affected the research
outcomes in this thesis.

8.1 Challenges of writing this thesis
This thesis completes a retrospective review of my six publications. At the time of writing my
first three publications I had no intention of completing a PhD by Published Work and did not,
at the onset, formally establish my research paradigm, rather the decision was made to use a
qualitative research method to gather my data as I wanted to explore the student experience of
RiTe and OPTIMAX from the participant perspective and investigate the group-shared realities
of these. In writing this thesis I have had to work backwards with my publications in
determining the approach that I took and the theoretical framework that represented the
positioning of these publications within the general body of knowledge.

Prior to commencing the publications in this thesis, I had worked in a scientific research field,
but had no experience of qualitative research. I did not keep a reflective diary to provide an
‘audit trail’ with my qualitative publications as outlined by authors such as Gilgun (2010) to
ensure trustworthiness as I was unfamiliar with this process. As an individual I have never
kept a diary, nor recorded my thoughts and feelings. I find the concept of keeping a reflective
diary personally challenging as discussing my own personal feelings with those outside my
immediate family is not something, I am comfortable with. Despite this I have come to realise
that reflecting on the research process would have helped me to assess my motives and biases
during my research. Therefore, I do plan to try and use a reflective journal to record my
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experiences, opinions and thoughts as part of my post-doctoral research to provide greater
transparency of my research processes. I did keep field and observational notes at key events
such as the FG interviews and recorded key discussion points with my supervisors in my
meeting notes as my research progressed so I could go back and review these.

8.2 Reflexivity
Reflexivity provides transparent information to the reader about the positionality and personal
values of the researcher that could potentially affect data collection and analysis (Walker et al.,
2013). A working definition of reflexivity by Gilgun (2010) is the idea that researchers are
aware of the multiple influences they have on the research process and how the research process
also affects them. Using reflexivity as a self-awareness process during research helps to explore
the dynamics of the relationship between the researcher and participants (Finlay & Gough 2003;
Powers & Knapp, 2006). This may involve a personal reflection on how the research process
influenced and changed the stance taken by the researcher and locates the researcher firmly
within the dynamic of the research process and I have attempted to retrospectively explore my
research journey in Appendix 9.

During the analysing process, human mistakes are always possible, and mistakes could have
been caused by fatigue, errors with interpretation and my own personal bias (Morse & Richards,
2002). When analysing data, the researcher may naturally look for data that confirms their
hypotheses or personal experience, overlooking data inconsistent with personal beliefs (Smith
& Noble, 2017). I did not use member checking or have someone external to my research to
help with interpreting the data which may have impacted upon the trustworthiness of my
analysis (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004). Nonetheless, I did consult with my supervisors / coauthors whether the categories or themes were sufficiently clear and comprehensive during my
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research. As discussed in Chapter Seven there are critics of member checking who suggest that
there is little evidence to suggest that member checking actually improves the final research
findings and that respondents could potentially deny or alter what they have said. Also, in the
end it is the researcher who conducts the final validation (Thomas, 2017; Murphy & Yielder,
2010). However, I do plan in the future to have my data checked by a third party to help increase
trustworthiness of my data analysis (Birt et al., 2016; Murphy & Yielder, 2010).

I could have increased the trustworthiness of my questionnaire design by reading about
questionnaire design in more detail prior to administering the questionnaire in my research –
for example, I could have conducted a literature search to identify whether a validated
questionnaire existed that I could have used for this purpose or used a panel of experts to review
my questionnaire items prior to piloting and data collection. The psychometric scale in
Appendix 2 is based upon my research findings and appropriate germane literature. Despite
conducting a literature search I could not identify an appropriate scale to use, but validity and
reliability has been assured by using an expert FG panel to review the scale items. The scale
was then disseminated to a different FG for piloting to ensure the appropriate wording and
understanding of scale items prior to sampling (Krupinski, 2011). Data will be being collected
over successive cohorts of year 1 and year 2 students to fully validate the scale with the aim of
achieving a sample size of 100-200 participants as recommended by Spector (1992). The scale
also consists of an equal number of positively worded and negatively-worded items with the
purpose of not necessarily trying to prevent acquiescent responses by participants, but to
identify and therefore and control for it.
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8.3 Final thoughts
During my journey as both researcher and teacher, I have now come to understand that
evaluating how students engage with learning activities is very important. By exploring the
different perspectives and experiences by students towards teaching and learning activities, this
will help influence the way in which I plan, organise and deliver activities. By undertaking this
research, it has also helped me to understand the process of learning by students and the nature
of the relationship between the student and teaching (the learners’ world). By reflecting on my
practice as a teacher this will not only benefit my professional growth, but also improve the
support I provide to my students by increasing the quality of my teaching.

I have not only gained knowledge and experience of data capture and analysis using quantitative
and qualitative methods during my research journey, but it has also helped me to understand
how my own thoughts and feelings can potentially impact upon the research process. Arthur in
Milligan (2016) argues that a researcher’s identity can shift dependent on the situation or by
responding to the social, political and cultural values of a given context or moment. At the
beginning of my research journey as a practicing radiographer, I viewed myself as a neutral
‘outsider’ to the students as I was not a member of the academic team. However, once I had
become an AT and facilitator for RiTe, I became a ‘knowledgeable insider’ and this may have
shaped the interactions between myself and the participants as I was no longer an outsider to
the University (Milligan, 2016). Due to this shift in my relationship with the students I am
aware that they might have felt obliged to participate with my research. To try and overcome
this, recruitment was undertaken by circulating an information leaflet and participants were
asked to complete a form if they wished to take part with the FG and could withdraw at any
point. Questionnaires were completed anonymously so that participants could easily abstain if
they wished. During the FGs, I used a semi-structured interview technique and did not express
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my opinions or views to try and reduce the possibility of these overriding those of the
participants. However, I did make a note of these views in my field notes and explored some of
these further with the participants as part of the closing session if I felt this warranted
exploration. The concept of peer debriefing also enhances trustworthiness by either presenting
or publishing initial findings, conference attendance or critical discussion with knowledgeable
third parties (Long et al. in Murphy & Yielder, 2010). I have disseminated my work via both
peer and non-peer reviewed publications and discussed my findings and observations at
conferences or invited workshops (see Appendix 10).

My research has also added to my own understanding of RiT and CEBL which in turn has
influenced the development of RiTe to ensure that there is a continued collaboration between
students, ATs and CPEs. After talking to CPEs about areas students find difficult to link theory
with clinical practice the use and non-use of anti-scatter grids with chest and pelvis phantom
image quality and dose optimisation and has been incorporated into RiTe for year 2 students to
research. I have also started to consider alternative approaches to RiTe, including a qualitative
research component, which could teach students reflexivity skills. Currently qualitative
research is taught via a critical appraisal of a qualitative research article in year 2 and in year 3
students have the option to submit a qualitative research proposal or undertake an experimental
research project. Therefore, students with an interest in qualitative research are not provided
with any real hands on experience to link theory with practice in undertaking or analysing
qualitative data unlike their quantitative counterparts which may currently be a limiting factor
with RiTe.

The publications in this thesis are timely as there is great interest in exposing undergraduate
students to research content during their time at University. Similarly, there is a move towards
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developing a research culture and expanding radiography research capacity (SCoR, 2015). My
publications have generated interest in developing a research culture within the radiography
undergraduate learning curricular with an invited editorial (Higgins et al., 2015) and interest
from other healthcare academics both within the UoS and externally looking to start creating
RiT experiences for their own students.
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Appendix 2: Supplemental further work (un-published)
Development and validation of a psychometric scale for the self-assessment
of research skills for undergraduate radiography students
Abstract:
Introduction: The Research-informed Teaching experience (RiTe) was developed to help
create a greater understanding of research for undergraduate Diagnostic Radiography students
at the University of Salford. This paper explains the development and validation of a
psychometric scale for the self-assessment of research skills. Bandura’s theory for selfefficacy was used as a basis for scale development.

Methods: The scale was developed using mixed methods. A pool of 20 items was created and
radiography students (n=56) were asked to complete the scale following their participation with
RiTe.

Results and analysis: The psychometric properties of the scale were examined using Cronbach
alpha, factor analysis and item analysis. The scale was found to have a high level of internal
reliability (0.7) and item analysis did not identify any redundant items. Factor analysis
identified the most significant factors linked to ability to apply research skills and their use in
practice.

Conclusion: Caution in interpreting and using the scale in its current format is necessary due
to the limited sample size and the scale requires further testing, consequently further work is
planned to determine the scale’s validity. Notwithstanding this, initial findings from the scale
indicate a high level of internal reliability with no redundant items. Factor analysis identified
that there were two dominant factors with factor loadings above 0.4 related to ability to apply
research skills and their use in practice.

Introduction:
The Research-informed Teaching experience (RiTe) integrates research and teaching within the
undergraduate diagnostic radiography curriculum at the University of Salford. RiTe was
developed to help create a greater comprehension and appreciation of research at undergraduate
level and to facilitate undergraduate student understanding of key radiographic concepts using
a Research-informed Teaching (RiT) model. Within RiTe, students learn and undertake
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research relevant to their development as first post radiographers (dose optimisation and image
quality) in collaborative-enquiry based learning (CEBL) groups.

Previous research has explored the student group learning experience and reactions towards
RiTe and findings identified that RiTe is a valuable, relevant and interesting student learning
experience constructively aligned to the learning outcomes in year 1 and 2 [1-5]. This finding
is supported by qualitative research exploring academic tutor and clinical placement educator
perceptions of RiTe who felt it facilitated the development of research skills, supported the
development of key employability skills such as team working, and it helped with student
understanding of the effects of exposure factor manipulation when minimising radiation dose
and optimising image quality [6].

Although research into RiTe has evaluated the student learning experience of RiTe, it has not
explored the degree to which students have acquired learning, their behaviour towards being
able to apply what they have learnt both during and after qualification and the degree to which
they believed RiTe helped their learning and research skill development. According to
expectancy-value theory [7-8] students’ beliefs concerning the degree to which they are
confident in accomplishing an academic task (self-efficacy) and the degree to which they
believe that the academic task is worth pursuing (task value) are two key components for
understanding students’ achievement behaviours and academic outcomes. This paper presents
the development and validation of a psychometric scale designed to measure student task value
and self-efficacy with research skills following RiTe.
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Literature review:
The self-efficacy component of Albert Bandura’s social-cognitive theory is believed by many
to be an important theoretical contribution to the study of academic achievement, motivation,
and learning [9]. Self-efficacy is defined as the belief a person has about his or her capabilities
to produce the desired level of performance [10]. Self-efficacy affects how consistently and
effectively people can apply what they know, making this a good predictor of performance [11].
Bandura’s (1986) social learning theory provided the theoretical framework for this research
and describes humans as being capable of self-regulation, planning strategies and exercising
active control over responses and actions. Translated into academia this allows students to learn
from their experiences and to influence their future behaviour [10].

Education sector research would seem to suggest that self-efficacy correlates positively with
the achievement of outcomes. Students with a sense of high self-efficacy are more likely to be
motivated to succeed when faced with potential failure [10,12]. Students’ motivational beliefs
and emotions therefore play a significant role in their academic achievement and engagement
with learning activities. Learning that involves student participation is effective in improving
student academic performance. Cognitive factors, including academic achievement and
standardised test scores, receive strong emphasis in terms of measuring outcomes of success,
but may have limited value in predicting future clinical performance or behaviours [13]. Selfefficacy does not necessarily equate to a general confidence in competence, but instead is more
task and situation specific. Individuals can develop self-efficacy beliefs in relation to set clear,
specific and challenging goals [9].
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Searches in Medline, Scopus, CINAHL and Web of Science were performed over the last 5
years prior to commencing the study to see whether a similar study had been conducted. All
databases returned no relevant articles when the words “self-efficacy and research skills and
radiography or radiology or imaging” were searched (after exclusion of any irrelevant items or
content). Self-efficacy is context specific, and therefore the use of a ‘general’ scale is of little
use when attempting to measure a specific set of abilities or behaviours and therefore a specific
scale was needed to measure the task value and self-efficacy for learning and performance with
RiTe [14]. A measure of the self-efficacy of student radiographers at different stages of their
training (year 1 and year 2) would also help to identify whether RiTe was associated with a
high task value and positive achievement by students. This is not only important in further
assessing RiTe as a learning activity, but also whether this model will contribute towards
fostering professionals that value and engage with research as part of the Society and College
of Radiographers Research Strategy 2016-2021 [15].

Methods:
Aim:
The purpose of this study was to develop and validate a psychometric scale to capture the beliefs
and attitudes of year 1 and 2 students as a predictor of future ability and knowledge with
research skills following their engagement with RiTe.

The method comprised of three distinct phases – scale creation, face and construct validity and
finally construct validity and reliability of the scale. The creation phase included item
identification, generation and appropriateness. Ethical approval for this study was granted
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(HSCR1819-035) prior to approaching participants. Permission was also sought from the
Undergraduate programme leader to allow students to participate with the study.

No previous published research on a task value or self-efficacy could be found to use as a basis
in the field of diagnostic radiography. However, published research does exist that has explored
self-efficacy and research skills in other disciplines [11, 16-19]. As no previous literature exists
in the combined fields of self-efficacy and diagnostic radiography students research skills it
was not possible to build directly upon existing published research and scale items had to be
created using standard theoretical principles.

Phase 1: Scale creation
Reviewing published literature [16-20] and the authors previous research findings [2-4] helped
to establish a theoretical framework from which the task value and self-efficacy construct
domains were proposed. Scale items were then generated for each of these domains using the
literature. The scale used a six-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 strongly disagree to 6 strongly
agree for each item, with four gradations between the two extremes. A Likert scale was used as
it can measure qualitative qualities (e.g. attitudes, experience and opinions) and participant's
responses to these in a numerical format [20-21].

Phase 2: Face and content validity
After generating the scale items, the draft scale was assessed for face and content validity via a
focus group (FG) of experts who would assess the content, wording, relevance and grammar of
each item. Face validity represents that the scale items will measure what it claims to be
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measuring [22]. Content validity is the extent to which the scale items comprehensively
represent the (main) construct of interest [14]. Once the scale items have been generated, it is
important to ensure they cover the construct adequately. Any item that does not relate to the
construct could lead to an error in measurement. The FG participants included a radiography
academic involved with research and RiTe, and three academic staff from outside the diagnostic
radiography programme (Schools of nursing, business and psychology). These participants had
the range of experience and knowledge necessary to assesses the scale items. No knowledge of
self-efficacy scales was presumed, but all participants were experienced academic lecturers
with an interest in teaching and learning. A short explanation of the purpose of the scale with
some information about self-efficacy was sent to each participant, although the psychology
lecturer did have prior experience and expertise with developing psychometric scales.

A list of 20 items (10 items per construct domain) were generated in the draft scale. All FG
participants contributed to the discussion and no items were added or deleted to either construct
domain in the draft scale. All participants agreed that respondents would be able to comprehend
the items in both constructs to correctly complete the scale and that the scale items were
appropriate for the research question [23]. However, the psychology lecturer recommended that
the scale needed to be more balanced with each of construct domains consisting of an equal
number of positively worded and negatively-worded items (Figure 1). This change was made
with the purpose of not necessarily trying to prevent acquiescent responding, but to identify and
therefore and control for it [24-26].

The FG participants were given 14 days to read the items before being asked to participate with
the FG. The format of the FG was via e-mail correspondence in a closed Microsoft Outlook
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Group using a set of semi-structured questions to stimulate discussion. This format was used to
remove timing and location constraints for participants and a set of guiding house rules were
also used to outline expectations of the participants and to respect and retain confidentiality for
all other participants in the FG. Discussion included the wording, relevance and scoring of the
items. The researcher acted as moderator and encouraged participants to express their opinion
or to give comments about the scale.

Phase 3: Construct validity and reliability of the scale
Following face and content validity testing the scale was pilot tested via a second FG. There
were five participants, and the FG consisted of a recently qualified radiographer who had
undertaken RiTe as student and four third year student radiographers who had recently
undertaken RiTe in years 1 and 2. Again it was felt that these participants had the necessary
experience and knowledge to pre-test the scale - that it displayed correctly on different
platforms such as web browsers and mobile phones, ensured that potential respondents
understood the wording of the scale items to avoid any misinterpretation, identify any potential
problems (e.g. that it did not too long to complete the scale) and to check that the results data
was meaningful. As with the first FG a short explanation of the purpose of the scale with some
information about self-efficacy was sent to each pilot study participant, no experience of
knowledge of self-efficacy scales was presumed. The pilot study participants were given 14
days to complete the scale before the FG was closed. The format of the FG was again via email correspondence in a different closed Microsoft Outlook Group to the first FG. Discussion
included how long the survey took to complete, identification of any ambiguity in the scale and
clarity and presentation of the scale. All pilot study participants found each item in the scale
easy to understand and complete. No issues were raised.
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All answers are given using a 6-point Likert scale using one of the descriptors: 1 =
strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3 =slightly disagree, 4 =slightly agree, 5= agree, 6=
strongly agree.
Value component: Task value
1. I think I will be able to use what I have learnt with this activity in other areas
2. I cannot see the benefit of research as part of my learning experience within the programme
3. I think the material in this activity is useful for me to learn
4. I do not believe research is essential for the future development of my profession
5. I do not believe it is important to encourage students to be involved with research
6. I expect to make use of research in my future career
7. I do not believe developing an understanding of research skills is important
8. I believe that it is important to be able to change practice based on research evidence
9. I do not believe working as a part of a group has helped with my learning and research skills
development
10. I like the subject matter of this activity

Expectancy component: Self-efficacy for learning and performance
11. I am confident I understand the basic concepts taught in this activity
12. I lack confidence with my ability to think logically and solve problems
13. I am confident in my abilities to work with others (group work)
14. I would lack confidence if asked to apply my research skills
15. I expect to do well with the assessment in this activity
16. I lack confidence in my abilities to communicate findings to others
17. I am confident that I can master the skills taught
18. I am not confident in my ability to learn further research skills and apply these
19. I am convinced that as time goes by, having research skills will benefit me as part of my
learning and professional development
20. I lack confidence in my ability to change practice based on research evidence

Figure 1: The Student Radiographer Task-Value and Self-efficacy Scale.

A purposive sampling technique was used to collect data by administering the scale to the whole
year 1 and year 2 student cohort following their attendance with RiTe. The scale was distributed
via an online survey (https://www.onlinesurveys.ac.uk) and closed after 5 weeks following two
e-mail reminders. Year 1 and year 2 Student participation was voluntary and although written
consent is not required, it was assumed that participants had consented to take part if they
completed the scale. A good response rate for an unsolicited online survey has been found to
be 23% to 47% [27].
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Results and analysis:
Data were collected over a six-month period. At the end of this time 56 student radiographers
had completed the scale. This gave a combined response rate of 57% from year 1 and year 2
cohorts at the University of Salford (Figure 2).

Students Who Completed the Scale
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
1st Year

2nd Year

Figure 2. Distribution of sample between year cohorts.

The responses were converted into numerical scores by equating the responses with the
corresponding scores. Scale items that had negative wording (e.g. “I lack confidence”, “I do not
believe”) were reversed for scoring purposes so that all responses were unidirectional (i.e. a
score of 6 reflected a high level of task value or self-efficacy).

Aggregate scores for each

respondent’s score on the 20 scale items were then calculated and there were no incomplete
scales. No outliers were identified above or below the inner quartile range from the data set. A
normal distribution (bell) curve was also generated and the data was found to conform closely
to a normal probability distribution curve, i.e. the collected data was evenly distributed from
the mean value.
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Figure 3 demonstrates the two-year groups achieved similar scores on the scale. A 1-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to test whether there was a significant difference
between the two groups (Table 1) and confirmed there was no statistically significant difference
between the year group’s response in the mean with the scale. However, self-efficacy theory
would indicate that the mean scores should have increased as they progressed through
undergraduate programme as the students have opportunities to learn new skills and overcome
challenges as they progress through the programme [18]. This may be a consequence of the
sample size, but more data collection is needed to explore this further.

Scale Scores Bewteen Year Groups

Mean score on Scales

105
95.7

95.9

1st Year

2nd Year

95
85
75
65
55

Student Year of Study

Figure 3: The difference in mean scores of the sample when split into their different year
groups.
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Group

Mean

SD

Significance Level

1st Year

95.70

12.90

P= 0.891

2nd Year

95.92

12.76

Table 1: Results of 1-way ANOVA on scale scores for each year group.

Internal Reliability
Internal reliability is an indicator for testing consistency and is a prerequisite component for
validity and how well the items correlate to one another and how well each item correlates with
the total score [28-29]. Cronbach alpha coefficient was calculated to assess the internal
reliability of the scale and this indicates whether scale items are consistent in measuring what
they have been designed to capture. An acceptable reliability value has been suggested as 0.7
and above [28]. The Cronbach alpha coefficient for the scale was found to be 0.878, indicating
that the scale demonstrated a very good level of internal reliability.

Item Analysis
Item analysis was performed to evaluate the student responses to each item on the scale in order
to assess the quality of those items and of the scale as a whole. No participant responses were
excluded from the analysis and all 56 participants completed all scale items. IBM SPSS
Statistics (version 25) software was used to perform a reliability analysis using the scale data.
This would also help to identify any redundant items that can be eliminated from the scale [11].
Item analysis identified that all scale items correlated at 0.4 or better (Table 2). No items were
deleted from the scale, but more sample data is needed to analyse this further and identify any
scale items that could be removed.
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Scale Mean if Item

Scale Variance if

Corrected Item-

Cronbach's Alpha

Deleted

Item Deleted

Total Correlation

if Item Deleted

Question 1

90.9643

147.781

.456

.873

Question 2

90.9643

144.326

.495

.872

Question 3

91.1786

140.513

.610

.867

Question 4

90.8393

145.556

.465

.873

Question 5

90.9107

143.028

.629

.867

Question 6

91.1250

150.330

.347

.876

Question 7

90.7500

146.591

.541

.870

Question 8

90.4107

154.646

.375

.875

Question 9

91.2500

142.700

.445

.875

Question 10

91.3393

143.574

.525

.870

Question 11

90.6429

151.652

.598

.871

Question 12

90.9643

150.835

.428

.874

Question 13

90.7679

149.454

.438

.873

Question 14

91.6071

144.243

.470

.873

Question 15

90.9464

148.306

.511

.871

Question 16

91.1250

148.693

.381

.876

Question 17

90.9464

149.361

.584

.870

Question 18

91.3393

146.556

.425

.874

Question 19

90.7500

142.300

.692

.865

Question 20

91.4464

147.488

.440

.873

Table 2: Results of item analysis with all scale items.

Factor Analysis
Factor analysis (FA) was used to test the inter-correlation between items on the scale which
could then be linked to represent relationships for the scale items. This would help to determine
whether the variables (scale items) could be explained based on a smaller number of factors in
order to validate these items that comprise the construct within the scale. This helps to uncover
patterns among the variables and then clusters highly interrelated variables into factors [30].
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IBM SPSS Statistics (version 25.0) software was used to perform a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
measure of sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s test of sphericity. The KMO statistic varies
between 0 and 1, a value close to 1 indicates that patterns of correlation are compact and yield
distinct and reliable factors [31]. Kaiser [32] recommends values greater than 0.5 as acceptable
(any value below this might require more data collection), values between 0.5 and 0.7 are
mediocre, values between 0.7 and 0.8 are good whilst values above 0.8 are very good [33]. The
KMO value calculated for the scale was 0.7 which falls in the range of good and therefore we
can be confident that the data correlations are compact FA is appropriate for the scale data.
Bartlett’s measure was also used to test the null hypothesis of the relationships between the
variables. If found to be significant this would confirm that there are some relationships
between the variables [31]. Bartlett’s test was found to be highly significant (p < 0.001) and
therefore FA is appropriate with this scale (Table 3).

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square

.697
583.723

df

190

Sig.

.000

Table 3. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett’s test results.

Principal component analysis was then undertaken for FA. It was found that there were two
dominant factors that accounted for 32% and 12% of the variance within the scale (Table 4).
Five factors were found with an Eigenvalue >1. Fifteen factors had an Eigenvalue of <1 which
was confirmed by a scree plot. These factors are too slight to be considered significant.
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Initial Eigenvalues
Component

Total

% of Variance

Cumulative %

1

6.439

32.193

32.193

2

2.548

12.738

44.931

3

1.852

9.262

54.193

4

1.380

6.900

61.093

5

1.236

6.182

67.275

6

.964

4.822

72.097

7

.901

4.507

76.604

8

.803

4.015

80.619

9

.642

3.209

83.829

10

.557

2.787

86.616

11

.533

2.666

89.282

12

.428

2.139

91.420

13

.369

1.844

93.264

14

.314

1.572

94.836

15

.280

1.400

96.236

16

.252

1.261

97.497

17

.178

.891

98.389

18

.139

.696

99.085

19

.118

.591

99.675

20

.065

.325

100.000

Table 4. Factor analysis for an unrotated solution

To assess whether a different factor structure existed, FA was performed again on the same
items but using a varimax rotation to identify whether there any underlying factors that were
not apparent in the unrotated solution. Once again there were two strong factors that accounted
for 32% and 12% of the variance and 5 items with an Eigenvalue of >1. The five items that
loaded highly were explored to see which of the items loaded onto the factors (> 0.4). These
items related to ability to apply research skills and the potential use of research skills in practice.
This would seem to indicate that these are significant factors in the self-efficacy of the student
radiographers.
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Correlation coefficients fluctuate from sample to sample and much more in smaller samples
than with a larger sample size. The reliability of FA is dependent on the sample size analysed
and therefore more data needs to be collected and analysed before making any changes to the
scale based on the current findings [31].

Limitations
There are only approximately 55 students per year in each University of Salford BSc (Hons)
Diagnostic Radiography cohort and the overall response rate was 56 students. Further data will
need to be collected over successive cohorts of year 1 and year 2 students to fully validate this
scale. Participant sample size is an important element in scale validation, because of the
relationship to the number of random errors that arise; the impact of random error can be
minimised using large sample sizes. Reliability assessment, item and factor analysis (the
statistics used for scale validation) require a minimum sample size and Spector [34]
recommends a sample size of 100-200 participants. Brenowitz [35] argued that a sample size
of less 100 would compromise any results. Despite a larger sample size being needed to provide
more reliable results, the sample did reflect the purpose of developing and validating this scale
[36-38].

The self-evaluative nature of the scale includes the possibility that some students may have
evaluated their own confidence being higher than it is and it has been suggested that healthcare
professionals tend to overrate their clinical knowledge, skills and/or attitudes when completing
self-assessment scoring [20]. The generalisability of the scale to other Diagnostic Radiography
programmes or healthcare professionals requires caution, as the scale needs further testing and
development in other contexts other than RiTe.
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Conclusion
The scale demonstrates a high level of internal reliability (Cronbach Alpha 0.878). This figure
is above the generally accepted value of 0.7. Item analysis did not identify any redundant items
on the scale and all scale items correlated at 0.4 or better. Factor analysis identified that there
were two dominant factors with factor loadings above 0.4 related to ability to apply research
skills and their use in practice which may indicate that these are significant factors regarding
task value and self-efficacy of the student radiographers when learning research skills.

It is not possible to ascertain scale criterion validity currently within this research. The reason
being no similar scale exists for self-efficacy and task value with research skills development
for undergraduate Diagnostic Radiography students, so it is impossible to prove its criterion
validity. To further prove the validity of the scale a larger sample needs to be used before
findings can be generalised and further data collection is currently being planned. If scale
validity is proved and represents task value and self-efficacy with research skills development,
then further work could explore the use of the scale to establish its use in other undergraduate
Diagnostic Radiography or healthcare courses.
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Appendix 3: Literature search strategy
An early review of the literature was used to establish the context and rationale for the
publications and to help confirm the choice of research focus. This identified an extensive
amount of pedagogical literature associated with the linking of research and teaching (for
example a basic search using ProQuest Central identified 106,539 records when using the
search teams “teaching research nexus” OR “research informed teaching” AND “Higher
education” OR “undergraduate” published in the last 10 years).

After screening the database records key literature associated with my area of research (e.g.
Healey & Jenkins, 2009) was identified and this enabled me to undertake backward reference
searching (or chain searching). This helped me to explore the origins and development of
research-informed teaching and identify experts, institutions or organisations that specialised
in my area of research. I also identified records for backward author searching – namely R.
Griffiths; G. Baldwin; A. Jenkins & M. Healy so that I could review their previous publications.

However, to better position my publications within the body of literature and the context of
their contribution to understanding the phenomenon being explored in this thesis I needed to
conduct a more through and strategic literature review. This is described below.

1. Sample set literature search
For my literature search I began by identifying sources for a ‘sample set’. This involved citation
searching using a citation database. The database used was Scopus. This database was selected
due to its wide range of peer-reviewed journals in related top-level subject fields including the
social sciences and health sciences. I set about identifying who had cited known relevant articles
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or books linked with my area of research, which included RiT, collaborative learning, enquirybased learning and evaluation of teaching and learning.

The following key authors were identified from this search:
•

Brew, A. (2006). Research and teaching: beyond the divide. Hampshire: Palgrave
Macmillan.

•

Baldwin, G. (2005). The teaching–research nexus: how research informs and
enhances learning and teaching in the University of Melbourne. Melbourne:
University of Melbourne.

•

Brew, A. & Boud, D. (1995). Teaching and research: establishing the vital link
with learning. Higher Education, 29, 261–273.

•

Griffiths, R. (2004). Knowledge production and the research–teaching nexus: the
case of the built environment disciplines. Studies in Higher Education, 29, 6, 709–
726.

•

Hattie, J. & Marsh, H. W. (1996). The relationship between teaching and
research: a meta‐analysis. Review of Educational Research, 66, 4, 507–542.

•

Healey, M. (2005). Linking research and teaching exploring disciplinary spaces
and the role of inquiry‐based learning. In R. Barnett (Ed.), Reshaping the
university: new relationships between research, scholarship and teaching (pp.
67–78). Maidenhead: McGraw‐Hill/Open University Press.

•

Healey, M. (2005). Linking research and teaching to benefit student learning.
Journal of Geography in Higher Education, 29, 2, 183–201.

•

Jenkins, A., Breen, R., Lindsay, R. & Brew, A. (2003). Re‐shaping teaching in
higher education: linking teaching and research. London: Kogan Page/SEDA.

•

Jenkins, A. & Healey, M. (2005). Institutional strategies for linking teaching and
research. York: The Higher Education Academy

•

Jenkins, A., Healey, M. & Zetter, R. (2007). Linking teaching and research in
disciplines and departments. York: The Higher Education Academy.

These authors publications were then used to help me identify key theories or concepts for a
‘sample set’ of key word search terms. The purpose of developing a ‘sample set’ was to provide
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a means of testing my search strategy. This would help me to identify whether my search
strategy was targeted towards my topic area or was retrieving a lot of irrelevant results and
therefore needed to be revised with the amendment or addition of further key words. My initial
‘sample set’ search terms are shown below in Table 8.

Table 8: Initial search terms for ‘sample set’.

Search Concept 1
research informed
teaching
research teaching nexus

Search Concept 2
collaborative learning
cooperative learning
group learning

Search Concept 3
enquiry based
learning
inquiry based
learning
Problem based
learning

peer learning

Searches were conducted using both Scopus and Google Scholar and both primary and
secondary sources of information were searched. My initial literature search strategy is
illustrated in Table 9.
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Table 9: Initial literature search strategy used to record parameters used for ‘sample set’
(Adapted from Glasgow Caledonian University (no date)).

Search terms

Databases searched

"research informed teaching" OR "research teaching
nexus" AND "collaborative learning" OR
"cooperative learning" OR "group learning" OR
"peer learning” OR "enquiry based learning" OR
"inquiry based learning" OR "problem based
learning”
Scopus
Google Scholar

Part of journals searched

n/a

Years of search

1999-present

Language

English

Types of studies included

n/a

Inclusion criteria

Article
Conference paper
Book
Book chapter
Article in press
Note
Review

Exclusion criteria

Non-English language

Knowledge-building is usually taken to be iterative process in that researchers build on what
has gone before. One dilemma I faced was how far back to go with my search as there are no
fixed rules to govern this although many scientific or healthcare journals may suggest less than
10 years, as very old references may no longer be relevant or considered best practice. However,
I decided to go further back than this and set my search parameters from 1999 to present as
these followed recommendations for including research in undergraduate education made by
the Boyer Commission in 1998.
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2. Final literature search
Using these search terms Scopus returned 26 hits and Google Scholar 192 hits. Articles thought
to be relevant to my areas of research were then identified and looked at to see what keywords
and/or subject headings were used to help further refine my search terms as demonstrated in
Table 10.

Table 10: Revised search terms for literature search.

Search Concept 1
research informed teaching

Search Concept 2
collaborative learning

Search Concept 3
enquiry based learning

research teaching nexus

cooperative learning

inquiry based learning

research based teaching

group learning

problem based learning

research led teaching

peer learning

active learning

teamwork

The following revised search strategy was then used: "research informed teaching" OR
"research teaching nexus" OR "research based teaching" OR "research led teaching" AND
"collaborative learning" OR "cooperative learning" OR "group learning" OR "peer learning”
OR "teamwork" OR "enquiry based learning" OR "inquiry based learning" OR "problem based
learning” OR "active learning".

The search strategy included peer reviewed journals and a combination of grey literature, books,
PhD theses were also searched to reduce potential selection bias and ensure a comprehensive
and objective search of the key concepts (Higgins & Green, 2011). Proquest Central, EBSCO
(British Education Index, CINAHL, ERIC), Scopus, and Web of Science (formerly ISI Web of
Knowledge) were used to search for relevant literature. As no two databases include the same
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content six databases were searched to make sure I not miss any key literature during my search
as illustrated in Table 11. Forward and backward searching of records of interest was
undertaken along with searching the reference list of all articles for additional studies and
authors. Records included in the literature review were limited to those with a relevant title (to
save time and ensure validity), in English (to ensure full understanding and avoid
misinterpretation) and originated from peer reviewed journals to ensure quality.

Table 11: Final literature search strategy (Adapted from Glasgow Caledonian University, no
date).
Search terms

Databases searched

"research informed teaching" OR "research teaching
nexus" OR "research based teaching" OR "research led
teaching" AND "collaborative learning" OR "cooperative
learning" OR "group learning" OR "peer learning” OR
"teamwork" OR "enquiry based learning" OR "inquiry
based learning" OR "problem based learning” OR "active
learning"
ProQuest Central (Dissertations & Theses)
ProQuest Central (Journals)
EBSCO (British Education Index, CINAHL, ERIC)
Scopus
Web of Science (formerly ISI Web of Knowledge)

Part of journals searched

Article Title
Abstract

Years of search

1999-present

Language

English

Types of studies included

Qualitative and quantitative research methods
Case studies

Inclusion criteria

Peer reviewed articles
Relevant title

Exclusion criteria

Not English language
Non-peer reviewed articles
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A comprehensive search strategy was achieved by using a combination of keywords and subject
headings where possible and limiting the search parameters to English language and publication
date (1999-2019). I had considered doing a further search using Google Scholar and whilst this
gave me a quick overview and pointed me towards relevant material for my sample set, I felt
the results may not be as comprehensive when compared to using electronic databases as there
are no limits or filters. Limits were set to specific fields to search for key words in the
Title/Abstract fields. In some cases, a lack of abstract meant that most of the text was reviewed
in making the decision whether or not it should be included. The search outcomes are illustrated
below in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Search results of ProQuest Central, EBSCO, Scopus and Web of Science databases
for research informed teaching, collaborative learning and enquiry-based learning.

Records identified through
database searching
(n =369)

Additional records identified
through other sources
(n = 45)

Records after duplicates removed
(n = 333)

Records screened
(n = 333)

Records excluded
(n = 100)

Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility
(n = 233)

Full-text articles
excluded, with reasons
(n = 135)

When reviewing any records, I read a description of each article and where appropriate,
identified any new references cited that may be relevant (snowball). Any snowball references
were then recorded for possible future use and vetted using the same procedure as articles found
through the database searches.

The same approach was also used to search for literature that had explored Research-informed
Teaching within radiography from 1999-2019. The following search terms were used: "research
informed teaching" OR "research teaching nexus" OR "research based teaching" OR "research
led teaching" AND "collaborative learning" OR "cooperative learning" OR "group learning"
OR "peer learning*” OR "teamwork" OR "enquiry based learning" OR "inquiry based
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learning" OR "problem based learning” OR "active learning" AND "radiography” OR
“radiology” OR “x ray".

A search of the databases returned 58 hits, and no further hits were identified when searching
for dissertations and thesis. By reviewing the hits in each database, I was also able to filter out
sources that did not directly link with undergraduate radiography. The search outcomes are
illustrated below in in Figure 9 which identified a limited amount of literature in this topic
area, with most articles identified linked with publications on RiTe.

Figure 9: Search results of ProQuest Central, EBSCO, Scopus and Web of Science databases
research informed teaching, collaborative learning, enquiry-based learning and radiography.

Records identified through
database searching
(n = 59)

Additional records identified
through other sources
(n = 0)

Records after duplicates removed
(n = 57)

Records screened
(n = 57)

Records excluded
(n = 49)

Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility
(n = 8)

Full-text articles
excluded, with reasons
(n = 4)
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Appendix 4: Ethics forms for RiTe and OPTIMAX
Research
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Appendix 5: Sample extract of face-to-face focus group
field notes
Date of focus group: 27/4/2012
Location of focus group: Salford University Room L621
Semi-structured questions / topics for discussion
1. Tell me about your experience of RiTe, please think broadly (holistically) when
responding to this question
2. What helped you to learn during RiTe?
3. What (if anything) hindered your learning with RiTe?
4. What did you learn during RiTe?
5. Do you think your experience within RiTe will influence your approach to clinical
practice?
6. What about student involvement with research?
7. Further comments and closing remarks

Question 1:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good experience; gained a lot working in a group
Group project work – liked interacting with people
Got to know people better from PBL group, splitting the PBL group (-ve experience),
interesting experience and used equipment
Hated experience – found grouping working difficult! However, did gain confidence
with image appraisal
Enjoyed it (+ve experience)
More time needed (-ve experience)

Question 2:
•
•
•
•

Being able to understand effects of kVp on image quality and dose. Learning about
learning – team/group working
Not sure learnt anything new in theory terms – more about research skills
PhD student – good. Asking questions helped to reinforce theory of what was being
done
Images – gaining experience of looking at them and how to conduct image appraisal of
these.
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Appendix 6: Sample extract of verbatim data transcript
from year 1 RiTe focus group (Paper 2)
Key: I = Interviewer; R1 = Respondent 1; R2 = Respondent 2; R3 = Respondent 3; R4 =
Respondent 4; R5 = Respondent 5; R6 = Respondent 6; R7 = Respondent 7; R8 = Respondent
8.
Abstract:

[I: Introduces himself, goes through focus group house rules and asks respondents to reply by
working around the table from right to left].

I: Tell me about your experience of RiTe 1, think broadly about your answer and share
your initial experience of it.
R1: Uh…hmmm…trying to remember [Laughter]…errr… I think overall hmmm… good
experience. There were one or two gripes during RiTe week, but other than that everyone
seemed to enjoy it and gained a lot from it. Umm… that’s it really.

I: OK.
R2: Yeah, I thought it was quite good.. errr…cause it was the first , well I know we do PBL,
but we haven’t actually done any group project work, so it was good to get experience of
interacting with other people like that. [Pauses]. Ummm… yeah, quite interesting what we did.
R3: Hmmm… I…. feel pretty much the same. Ummm… I thought that it got … I got … to
know people in my PBL group a little better. If there was one down side it was that it was it did
sort of split the PBL group into definite parts and … [Pauses] and I know that some of that
affected different groups, … that I didn’t get to spend a lot of time with the other group, which
could be a negative side to it, but I thought that it was really interesting and … sort of got a
chance to use the equipment as well which is something that even though I have the skills, we
have not had really a full on chance to do. So that was quite good as well.
R4: Despite everything, I hated it! [Laughter]
I: Ok! … that’s alright…
R4: I…I have to confess that actually I did come out of it really feeling a load more confident
about actually appraising images from an image quality point of view, so it was very good
actually and helpful educationally. Despite the fact that our PBL group we all get on really,
really well, I just still found the group work really difficult with [Pauses]…ummm…I think
because the way our PBL group works, I tend to end up being quite a leader and I don’t like to
…and…so it was more to do with my personality and my issues rather than anything else with
the group work, rather than the format of it. I think that’s me…
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R5: I actually enjoyed being a leader [Laughter]. Hmmm overall very …err… very positive
experience, really good working with the group … Fantastic to get together and to do a
presentation. Personally, I really enjoy presentations and I know a lot of the other people in our
group were quite happy to get some presentation practice and get some confidence speaking in
front of a group. [Pauses] Ummm… negative wise …I… I think it did kind of take up quite a
lot of time during the week. I think it could have been something that would have been quite
easily incorporated into …urrr… normal term time, the amount of time, practical time we have
was literally only a day so I’m sure that they could have extended a couple of days on …
during… lecture times and fit it in with normal studies and done that way, rather than taking up
an entire weeks block.
R6: Yeah…right… I liked it as well because it I liked the team working and getting to know
other people. I don’t usually like to speak when I first see …meet people, but at the end I was
the only one who was talking [Laughter].
R7: Yeah, what I really liked about it maybe is just working in my group. Some people are used
to going to their kind of PBL and have their own friends, but this was a true pilot system, so
you didn’t have a choice to belong to a group because were are always sticking together in our
own groups so at the end we made new friends. I questioned myself at the beginning as I didn’t
see the philosophy, and at the end I came up with ‘Ok.. look.. .think twice why your are giving
a dose’ that was what it was all about, but giving 4mAs to a wrist did not make sense to me
……
R8: I enjoyed the week. We got on well with our side of the group, we had never worked
together before and we had a good couple of laughs which was good. Ummm…we also saw
some sides of people that we didn’t particularly like as well [Laughter] Yeah … which maybe
a positive or negative….I’m not sure. Personally, I was hoping to learn a bit more about the
kVp and the interaction and something more clinical, whereas it was a very unrealistic set of
parameters we were set and it was only just for that week which was not enough to produce a
PowerPoint and do group work, so it would have been a bit more helpful to have been more
useful for clinical, but overall I enjoyed the week.
I: Thank you. So, what do you think helped you to learn as part of the RiTe experience?
R1: Ummm….[Pauses] [Laughter] I’m not sure…
I: Is there anything that you can think of in particular that you thought that helped to
reinforce maybe something that you learnt in your lectures?
R1: Ummm, I think maybe with the kVp it helped us to understand it a bit better and how it
effects images and possibly dose [Pauses] Ummm…. But other than that I think it was what we
were saying before because there were a number of parameters and using 4mAs a lot of the
time we were questioning why are we doing this. So apart from the kVp and probably
understanding it a bit better, I don’t think there was much else and I think it was more learning
about our individual selves and how we work in a team and our negatives and weaknesses and
strengths and positives.
I: So was there anything in the way RiTe was delivered that you thought helped to
facilitate learning?
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R1: [Pauses] I suppose peoples’ team working skills I think most of all. I know some people in
our group did struggle with that working in teams which I didn’t think would be an issue at all.
I thought we would all be able to work just in a team, but that didn’t happen. So that really…
I: Ok. Same question.
R2: Ummm… I don’t really feel that I learnt anything new really. Not as in theory wise,
because I think the stuff we were doing is what we had already covered. It was nice when we
like got an overview of it and went over it again, but I think it was more of what you learnt
..ummm…about the research side. I thought it was more to do with getting us used to doing
reports and experiments and research which I think would have been helpful, because some
members of the group who don’t really come from a very academic background hadn’t done
anything like that before, so being told do your own experiment and then this how we would
do it and then going away and talking about in your groups. Having that little input was quite
good, because we weren’t there to learn about kVp – if we wanted to learn about kVp we could
have gone to a lecture- and I think we get enough on it, but it was good to see the research side
of it and a more academic rather than clinical application.
R3: Yeah, I’m similar…I learn best this way, because my background was doing sort of lab
reports and things like that before, so this sort of…this…the way it was structured and just the
little bits of input by PhD students and that with asking questions about the research rather than
the theory…I found helped to reinforce the theory for me, because it was more why is it done
that way if we are do an experiment is the way …is that the correct way to do it? When I have
done anything like the SID it is set at certain distance, is there a clinical reason for that? Could
we sort of go away and do some research and find out that’s the way and sort of whole
experiment was the exposure creep sort of thing. Is that necessarily to do with exposure creep,
by actually doing experiment and questioning it helped reinforce the things for me. I thought
the PhD students were really helpful … for our group anyway.
R4: I … yeah[Pauses] the thing that I think that was good educationally was the opportunity to
look at loads and loads of images and keep staring at them and looking at them for graininess,
for brightness all of the things we get told about in lectures, but we don’t actually get to spend
time looking at images and trying to see what that is in practical terms so that was the plus for
me, but then by contrast because I had done a science degree before, so I had the experimental
background and I already had that foundation. So for me it was more the team working and the
images, rather than the how to actually conduct an experiment where as there are members of
the team who come from other backgrounds, it possibly had worked better and they were
learning about how to do an experiment, so it depended on what your experience was as to
what you then got out of it. I also would like just to add about this comment about the 4mAs,
that drove me absolutely mad! because I think almost everyone spent the whole time going
‘Why are we doing this?’ and it was almost like it took the focus away because it just didn’t
make any sense at all.
[Pause]
R5: I…like….totally agree about the other comments with regards to …ummm…experiment
procedure and helping everyone to get involved and learning how to do experiments and writing
about them, I think that was main point of it and was got across quite well. In terms of sort of
like learning from it …what really highlighted it for me was the chance to … fire off lots of
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images… you know the same thing from 40 kV right up to 120 kV, which we of course don’t
get to do in clinical. So it was great to see the same image at the different kVs and see the
differences with different increments. Fortunately, our group had flown through the practical
side and had a few hours to spare, so we ended up doing an extra experiment as well….where
we did a set of values in the optimum range with 1 kV increments, and that then really
highlighted to us exposure creep and sort of how pointless it at times because we just couldn’t
differentiate is this sort of 10 kV range between the bottom and top with the equipment plus /
minus error. We couldn’t differentiate between any of the .. . like… everyone came up with
different orders and it was very difficult to decide between them, so that was really, really good
point that was highlighted to us about exposure creep.
R6: Ummm… I agree with girls really. I didn’t have any experimental background so I have
learnt at lot from it. And also I think the fact that radiographic creep doesn’t really … it is not
really useful and it will teach us that bringing up Kv doesn’t really make a difference in the
image, but it does bring the patient dose high. Because we had loads of acceptable
…diagnostically acceptable images with lower doses and we could actually see this with them,
so I think this was good.
R7: I have a couple of notes here that I made. [Unintelligible]. Before doing this we saw images
…abstract really and their use on different researches … on the internet and I wonder what this
has to [Unintelligible] PhD students, what they [Unintelligible]. This research opened up my
eyes to the fact that it doesn’t have to be down to PhDs to do researches and ….. I wrote about
what is research about and read a lot of abstracts and reviews and got to know what… how
much as radiographers we … [Unintelligible] use of doses. I also discovered that
[Unintelligible] most radiographers do things because they have been told that it must be done
that way and they don’t want to know why. [Unintelligible] I came out wanting to know more
about this research. So in practice people are more concerned about beautiful images …they
just want them to be beautiful so that they put the kV up and up to get them beautiful but dose
is not really considered. So I think this was just an eye opener for me to be able to choose a
path (research) that I would enjoy.
R8: I’ve done research before but not in the way we did with this, [Unintelligible] … so that
was a bit a strange for me. Also … in doing the research into other peoples…. and what they
had done [Unintelligible] … before in the PBL your looking for the information whereas this
time we were looking at it for reasons why things are done…and …applying that to what you’ve
done as well so I think that’s a good thing.
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Appendix 7: Example of coding and development of
categories/themes from year 1 focus group (Paper 2)
No
1

CODE
Positive student learning
experience

MEANING
Any form of evidence that linked to the
statement of:
Positive/good student experience

2

Negative student learning
experience

Any form of evidence that linked to the
statement of:
Negative/poor student experience

3

Benefits (advantages)

Indication of perceived benefits with RiTe

4

Problems (disadvantages)

Indication of perceived problems or issues
with RiTe

5

Teamworking / Working
collaboratively

Indication of support and learning through
collaboration (team working, sharing practice,
knowledge sharing, discussion)

6

Contextual learning

Any form of evidence that linked to the
statement of:
Clinical practice and research
Linking theory with practice
Clinical practice

7

Research activity

Matters that are raised with student perception
or involvement with research

8

Issues of acceptance

Matters that are raised on implementing RiTe
or knowledge sharing in academic or clinical
environment
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Extracts of verbatim quotes from the participants used to illustrate the identified
categories
The student holistic
experience of RiTe,

Student learning
and acquired
knowledge
following RiTe

Changes in student
clinical practice
following RiTe

Changes of student
perception of
research following
RiTe

I think overall a good
experience

With the kVp it helped
us to understand it a
bit better and how it
effects images and
dose

One thing that I did
learn from RiTe was
that there is no
research in
radiography

It was good to get
experience of
interacting with other
people

I think that it was good
educationally. All of
the things we get told
about in lectures… We
don’t actually get to
spend time looking at
images and trying to
see what that is in
practical terms

It made me think
before you just kind of
get a twitch and not
knock it up [kVp], but
the way it was
presented during the
week, stood out for me.
No way you would say
to a qualified
radiographer ‘Well in
our RiTe week …’, but
it did have application,
maybe it would make
you think before you
did it

We could have done
with that knowledge
[Excel]…, because our
side spent a lot time
going this is how you
use it … but we were
also trying to do other
things as well and it
was quite difficult
Despite everything, I
hated it!

Although we are
taught about it [kVp],
we never really knew
what difference an
additional 5 [kVp]
would make. Up until
RiTe week, I really
didn’t understand it

You wouldn’t sort of
go ‘You shouldn’t
being doing that’. So, I
think from my point of
view it would change
my practice but I don’t
think I’d tell anybody
else

The whole experiment
was about the
exposure creep sort of
thing. By actually
doing the experiment
and questioning it
helped reinforce things
for me

I have learned that I’m
not going to bring the
kVp up by 5 or
whatever unless it is
justified for a good
reason.

Very positive
experience, really
good working with the
group

It will teach us that
bringing up the kVp
doesn’t by 1 or 2
doesn’t really make a
difference to the
image, but it does
increase the patient
dose

It’s more of having
self-confidence really,
once your qualified
you know that you
have the authority to
be able to help people
and pass on the
information that you
have

When we were in,
they were doing the
breast tissue
experiment that’s
[been] written up and
we got to see a bit of
that…It was good to
see actual research
being carried out as
we were doing ours
It would be good to
work alongside
someone [doing
research]

I think it … it pushes
you ahead of the
crowd and you can say
‘Well I’ve actually
been picked to take
part in this research
and helped with this’
from a sort of selfish
point of view it looks
good on your C.V
It’s going to help in
the long run and make
things better for the
patients and make our
jobs a bit easier. So I
thought it was a good
idea and I enjoyed it
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Appendix 8: Extracts of coding for online focus groups to
help develop themes (Paper 6)
1. ACADEMIC TUTOR (AT) ONLINE FOCUS GROUP DATA

No

Analysis
Notes / Initial
Codes
1.1 Research skills
development
(and linking this
with teaching)
Exposure
factors, theorypractice
integration
1.2 Exposure
factors, theorypractice
integration

Moderator: What is your understanding or perception of
the purpose of RiTe with regards to student learning?
AT A: I understand the main purpose to be the integration of
research into teaching. However, from a student perspective, it
is probably much more than this. It should be a better
appreciation of the diagnostic process and in particular
exposure factors.

AT B: Multiple purposes. (1) Give the students the opportunity
to experiment with exposure factors so that they can see the
results for themselves and therefore develop a deeper
understanding of the theory;

Research skills (2) Give students a context (which is relevant) for developing
development
research skills and understanding the principles of a basic
(and linking this experimental design;
with teaching)
(3) Give them the chance to work together in a group but also
Working and
to develop independent learning skills via enquiry-based
learning as part learning (independent of the teacher rather than of each
of a group
other).(4) it was also to make more efficient use of the rooms
and relieve pressure on clinical placements but this isn't
Enquiry-based
related to student learning I suppose!
learning helps
with
independent
learning (links
with group
learning as
CEBL)
1.3 Research and
AT C: Integrate an aspect of our research into BSc student
research skills
learning
development
Develop experimental science research skills in students
(and linking this Develop an appreciation of research in our students
with teaching)
Develop team working skills
Develop student presentation skills
Raising
My perception is that it addresses all of the above and the
awareness of
students generally engage with it adequately
research also
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Team working
and group
learning
Presentation
skills (soft skill)
1.4 Theory-practice AT D: My perception of RiTe is that it allows students to 'learn
integration
as they do.' It allows them to put their theories into practice
and to iteratively and experimentally come up with suitable
Research and
answers.
research skills
development
Linking
practice-based
concepts with
research
(evidence-based
practice)
1.5 Theory-practice AT E: I have been quite remote from the actual design and
integration
delivery, but my understanding of RITe is that it is an
opportunity to ‘expose’ students to practical research in a safe
CEBL - team
and interesting way. It builds on the PBL ethos of independent
working –
learning and problem solving (and enquiry-based learning),
achieving
but emphasises team working in researching shared goals.
shared goals
Careful selection of the research problem means that the
and learning
learning can be two-fold – both an understanding of the
research process, but also learning that is directly related to
Research and
their stage in the curriculum (eg. a physics concept).
research skills
development
(and linking this
with teaching)
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2. CLINICAL PLACEMENT EDUCATOR (CPE)ONLINE FOCUS GROUP DATA

No’s

1.1

Analysis
Notes /
Initial Codes
Research
skills
development

Moderator: What is your understanding or perception of the
purpose of RiTe with regards to student learning?
CPE A: My perception of RiTE is that is enables students to learn
together in a team, to plan a small research project, and to write
up and present findings.

Working and
learning as
part of a
group
(CEBL)
Presentation
skills (soft
skill)
1.2 Research and
research
skills
development
(and linking
this with
teaching)
Theorypractice
integration
Team
working and
group
learning
(CEBL)
1.3 Team
working and
group
learning
(CEBL)

CPE B: To introduce students to the concepts and practice of
research
To promote the culture of research within the radiography
profession
To develop understanding of exposure factors and radiation dose,
and the effects of manipulating them
To develop teamworking by undertaking a specific project
To develop the ability to disseminate findings

CPE C: My perception is that the students learn team work,
research and presentation skills in RiTe if you are talking about
the process, if you are talking about what they learn about
exposure factors as that seems to be the topic usually used i am
not too sure about how much they learn

Research
skills
development
Theorypractice
integration
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(though not
sure what
they learn
about this)

1.4

Team
working and
group
learning
(CEBL)
Research
skills
development
and linking
this to
evidencebased
practice
(Theorypractice
integration)

CPE D: In my opinion, RiTE has many functions in terms of
learning for the students. It promotes the group working ethos
that they have previously experienced through PBL however they
are encouraged to become more of a team with a common goal.
RiTe enables them to engage with the research process by letting
them try it out for themselves as opposed to reading the research
of others. This helps to promote the concept of evidence-based
practice which they may be unfamiliar with due to a heavy
previous reliance on core texts (particularly @ level 4).

Research and
research
skills
development
(and linking
this with
teaching
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Appendix 9: Reflections on my personal journeys
1. Autobiographical reflection
I qualified as a Diagnostic Radiographer in 1994 and worked in various hospital trusts up until
March 2013 when I joined the UoS as a Lecturer in Radiography. During my career, both
teaching and clinical research have informed my development towards becoming an academic
within radiography.

I completed an MSc in Science and Society with the Open University in 2000 and worked as a
Senior Radiographer/Research Assistant at Imperial College undertaking clinical research in
bone densitometry. In 2011, I undertook the Facilitating Practice Based Learning course at
Liverpool University, UK, which helped me to gain a better understanding of different teaching
and learning styles, inter-professional learning and how to create an effective student-learning
environment within the clinical environment. I used this knowledge to develop a student
induction programme for the Imaging Department at the Clatterbridge Cancer Centre (CCC),
UK and undertook clinical student assessments at CCC as an accredited Practice Educator with
the College of Radiographers.

I was made an Honorary Research Fellow with the UoS, in 2009 and worked with the BSc
(Hons) Diagnostic Radiography programme team to develop RiTe and have continued to be
involved with this since joining as a member of the academic team in 2013. I also undertook a
Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice (PGCAP) in 2014 to further develop my
knowledge and understanding of the underpinning pedagogy of teaching, learning, and
assessment and become a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy (FHEA) in 2015.
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Whilst still working as a Superintendent Radiographer at CCC, I decided that I would like to
pursue a full-time academic career and given my previous experience and interests wanted a
position, where I would both teach and conduct research. I had previously co-authored several
publications with the Research Dean at the UoS, who I had known whilst as a postgraduate
student in 2004 and had come to view him as a ‘mentor’. I had some informal discussions about
how I might develop an academic teaching career and what the role might involve. These
discussions resulted in my involvement with RiTe.

I had some pre-existing notions what my role as a lecturer might be when I joined the University
in 2013, namely teaching (lectures, seminars and practical demonstrations), developing
teaching materials, setting and marking assignments and exams, conducting research and
carrying out administrative tasks. Based on my own past educational experiences I thought
there would be a demarcation between lecturer and student interaction with the dissemination
of information via didactic teaching.

However, after completing my PGCAP, gaining

experience with PBL facilitation and taking the lead for RiTe this view was challenged as I had
come to realise that two-way dialogues with students enriched my teaching by the sharing of
experiences and knowledge; for example, asking students about their experiences on placement
and then sharing my experiences or stories of similar situations. This has helped me to build a
strong relationship with my students during PBL through the mutual exchange of ideas and
questions which in turn builds trust and enables me better to give students better constructive
feedback during these sessions. This also reinforces the collaborative nature of learning which
is an important element of RiTe and OPTIMAX.

Having reflected upon what I had understood previously by the terms teaching and learning, I
had perhaps used these interchangeably to mean the same thing, whereas now I understand
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teaching to be the action of helping another to learn and learning to be the action taken by the
learner in learning (Moon, 2004). By differentiating these terms, I can come to understand that
a learner can learn with or without help from a teacher (e.g. CEBL), but in my role as a teacher
I can impart skills and knowledge by scaffolding the learning process by providing guided
direction so that learners can demonstrate knowledge or skills.

By undertaking the research in this PhD thesis, I have gained a better understanding of RiT and
how this can take different forms depending on the level engagement by students and how
actively they are involved in the process of research. Using CEBL helps to increase student
engagement with their subject matter by providing a student-centred approach to learning, but
also several other desirable attributes such as communication skills, teamwork, problem
solving, independent responsibility for learning and respect for others which are all important
qualities for employability. These aspects would also seem to be highly valued by students.

I have identified further work as a post-doctoral researcher taking my research further. For
example, I could use the psychometric scale currently being developed to explore student selfself-efficacy with research skills in other Diagnostic Radiography courses and how the results
compare with RiTe. I also plan to explore how our research in the University can be translated
into practice.

2. My PhD journey
Following my unsuccessful viva in September 2018 I have reflected on my journey. I was
initially disappointed by the outcome but being able to go back and rework my thesis has in my
view helped to strengthen the narrative behind the publications presented. I did not set out to
complete a PhD by Published Work, this was a process that evolved as I began to further explore
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RiTe and OPTIMAX. A concern raised by the external examiners at the time of my viva was
stating that I had used grounded theory (GT) and that the thesis did not confirm this. At viva I
was unable to defend the use of this methodology. At the outset of my research, I had read about
GT and indeed mention this in my early papers as I did not find anything similar reported in the
radiography literature as part of my literature review. GT is not mentioned in my later papers
and following reflection I have now come to understand that my published works do not follow
a GT methodology. This is because GT seeks to provide a broad theory or explanation of a
process when current theories about a phenomenon are either inadequate or non-existent. The
aim of my research was to gain an understanding of the underlying opinions and motivations
of students when undertaking RiTe and OPTIMAX, rather than trying to generate theories based
on my data. I started out using qualitative research (focus groups) and then used quantitative
research (questionnaires) to quantify attitudes and opinions of RiTe identified from my
qualitative research so that I could generalise my findings using a larger sample population.
However, I was also interested gaining opinions from academic tutors and clinical placement
educators on RiTe and OPTIMAX to provide a different perspective (teacher) and how this
information might be used to develop these activities. The publications in the thesis therefore
used mixed methods as a methodology and not GT to explore the participant experiences of
RiTe and OPTIAMX.

Another issue raised was my understanding of key definitions or elements used in research. I
now understand that a paradigm is the system of beliefs and practices shared by a group of
researchers. A paradigm is a “worldview” or a set of assumptions about how things work.
Rossman & Rallis (2012) define a paradigm as a “shared understandings of reality”. According
to Guba (1990), paradigms can be characterised through their: ontology (What is reality?),
epistemology (How do you know something?) and methodology (How do go about finding
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out?). These characteristics create a holistic view of how as a researcher I view knowledge and
how I see myself in relation to this knowledge and the methodological strategies used. As a
researcher being able to understand different research paradigms allows me to see a research
question from different perspectives and how I might answer this question depending on my
view of the question. This was something I had not really considered before, but now
acknowledge and recognise going forward with my future research. I have taken a mixed
method approach with the publications in thesis by asking participants about their experiences
and views and by measuring levels of agreement to statements. Taking a pragmatic approach
and using these different approaches has allowed me to explore my research from two different
perspectives and therefore helped to broaden my understanding of my research phenomena.
Pragmatism acknowledges that research is often multi-purpose and a “what works” tactic will
allow the researcher to address questions that do not sit comfortably within a wholly
quantitative or qualitative methodology and is usually associated with a mixed method research
(O’Gorman & Macintosh, 2015; Rossman & Rallis, 2012; Armitage, 2007).

Another criticism of my PhD submission in September 2018 was that no search parameters
were included and therefore statements could not be substantiated. I had undertaken a literature
search during the writing process for my publications and development but had not documented
this. Going back and undertaking a thorough survey of the literature and justifying the approach
and parameters used was a helpful learning experience for me in how to generate a more indepth argument to support the work presented in this thesis. I have gained knowledge of the
importance of evaluating student satisfaction as proxy of learning through the New World
Kirkpatrick Model (NWKM) of evaluation. Students’ motivational beliefs and emotions play
a significant role in their academic achievement and engagement with learning activities. I have
come to realise that learning involves effective student participation and whilst cognitive
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factors, including academic achievement and standardised test scores, receive strong emphasis
in terms of measuring outcomes of success, they may have limited value in predicting future
clinical performance or behaviour.

By undertaking this journey, I have also come to understand the importance of reflexivity and
demonstrating trustworthiness by providing an audit trail of methods and analysis with my
research. This is an important concept going forward as a researcher to help me establish
credibility, confirmability and dependability with my future research publications. I have also
gained an understanding of the nature of research and of the cyclical, sometimes pragmatic,
nature of this process going forward as an early career researcher. For example, I have learned
that things do not always fit neatly into categories and that research can be frustrating, yet at
other times immensely rewarding. I have also learnt that undertaking a PhD requires a readiness
to accept failure; resilience; persistence; dedication; independence; and a willingness to commit
to very hard work. These are qualities that I knew I had but needed to draw upon even further
for my PhD thesis resubmission. In many respects these are also key attributes required to be a
researcher and this knowledge is something I will be able to pass on to my students. For
example, failed experiments are the driving forces of scientific discovery, and it is acceptable
to embrace failure in order to succeed by learning and reflecting on mistakes.
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Appendix 10: Supportive evidence of dissemination
Further evidence is presented in this appendix to support the publications and dissemination of
the research presented in this thesis which includes conference posters and presentations.

Conference presentations:
•

December 2018: ‘Integrating Research-informed Teaching into Radiography
Education’. Achieving Excellence in Radiography Education and Research Conference,
Leeds, UK.
Awarded best proffered paper presented at the conference

•

August 22nd-23rd 2018: I was invited to present and deliver a two workshop about
Research-informed Teaching at Tartu Healthcare College, Estonia.

•

March 2016: ‘Translating our research into practice: BSc Diagnostic Radiography
curriculum (and beyond!)’. Health Sciences Research Seminar. University of Salford,
UK.

•

December 2015: ‘Integrating our research into BSc Diagnostic Radiography
curriculum’. Health Science Research Centre Open Meeting: Integrating our research
into our teaching. University of Salford, UK.

•

January 2015: ‘Developing a research culture throughout the curriculum’. European
Society of Radiology. Vienna, Austria.

•

March 2014: ‘Integrating research and teaching within the diagnostic radiography
curriculum And Evaluation of ERASMUS summer school (OPTIMAX): Student and
tutor experience’. Diagnostic Imaging Research Programme (DIRP) Seminar.
University of Salford, UK.

Poster presentations:
•

July 2018: ‘Integrating Research-informed Teaching Within the Undergraduate
Diagnostic Radiography Curriculum’. Festival of Research: Research Informed
Pedagogy Workshop, University of Salford, UK.

•

June 2017: ‘Using Research-informed Teaching experience (RiTe) to Support Learning
and Practice in Undergraduate Radiography Education’. SPARC (Salford Postgraduate
Annual Research Conference), Media City, University of Salford, UK.

•

May 2017: ‘Integrating Research-informed Teaching Within the Diagnostic
Radiography Curriculum’. Early Career Researcher (ECR) Showcase, University of
Salford, UK.
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•

November 2016: ‘Academic tutor and placement educators’ perceptions of integrating
research-informed teaching within an undergraduate diagnostic radiography
curriculum’. Achieving Excellence in Radiography Education and Research
Conference. Birmingham Conference and Events Centre, UK. Manchester, UK.

•

June 2011: ‘The RiTe project: towards a research-led curriculum in a diagnostic
radiography degree’. United Kingdom Radiological Congress (UKRC).

Open Access:
The following articles were selected as part of the Journal of Medical Imaging and Radiation
Sciences first e-publication entitled ‘Clinical Research’ (May 2019). This edition was based on
topics related to research and research capacity:
•

Research Informed Teaching Experience in Diagnostic Radiography: The Perspectives
of Academic Tutors and Clinical Placement Educators
Full length article
Robert Higgins, Peter Hogg, Leslie Robinson
Vol. 48, Issue 3, p226–232

•

Unlocking Student Research Potential: Toward a Research Culture in Radiography
Undergraduate Learning Curricular
Editorial
Robert Higgins, Leslie Robinson, Peter Hogg
Vol. 46, Issue 3, S6–S9
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